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On behalf of Manitoba Agriculture and the Province of Manitoba, it is my pleasure to welcome you to Manitoba Ag Days 2018.

Ag Days is an opportunity for conversation, collaboration and celebration. Having producers, industry and government come together in one place is an excellent opportunity to learn from one another. Ideas and solutions to new issues are discussed. We also need to celebrate. Our industry works hard and needs to take a few minutes to recognize how far we have come and what the future holds in store for us.

I invite you to walk through the displays and see how technology and innovation is changing our business. Take advantage of the opportunity to talk to the folks in the booths. Connecting with those in attendance is a way for them to learn about your needs and to offer their expertise.

As you make your way through the booths and seminars, I would also encourage you to talk to our Manitoba Agriculture staff. We are here to listen and to engage in discussion. These events are a great way for us to share with you the tools and supports that are relevant and responsive to your needs.

Networking also occurs when in your seats and the hallways. Ag Days brings the ag community together so its members can talk to each other, offer support and exchange ideas. There is great value in that.

Thank you to the organizing committee and all in attendance for continuing to make this a premiere event for the agricultural community in Western Canada.

Enjoy Ag Days 2018.

Sincerely,

Mayor Rick Chrest

AGRICULTURE was the backbone of the settlement of the City of Brandon 135 years ago, and it continues to be a cornerstone of our economy to this day. Brandon takes very seriously its role as the second largest City in the Province and as the regional hub of Western Manitoba.

To that end, we are honoured to play host on an annual basis to Manitoba Ag Days and I’m thrilled to welcome all exhibitors, sponsors and participants to the 41st Anniversary of the show.

Agriculture is an ever evolving complex business that relies on continuous advancement of technology, equipment, expertise and best practices. As Canada’s Largest Indoor Farm Show, Ag Days provides producers and suppliers an unparalleled opportunity to learn, share and make contacts. With over 550 exhibits and 50,000 visitors, Ag Days has a stature envied throughout North America. Our Keystone Centre, which has been developed with agriculture in mind, is the ideal facility for a show of this kind.

On behalf of Brandon City Council and our 50,000 residents, please accept our warm welcome. Congratulations to the Board of Directors, volunteers, show staff, exhibitors and participants on another outstanding event. I trust the show will prove fruitful in the advancement of your industry and that you will enjoy connecting with friends and colleagues.

Sincerely,

Mayor Rick Chrest
Welcome to Manitoba Ag Days 2018 for our 41st show. We are very excited to present to you Canada’s Largest Indoor Farm Show; a show filled to capacity featuring the latest in equipment, technology and information. 2017 was a year for the books!!

Some Manitoba growers experienced record low rainfalls, some experienced record high rainfalls, some experienced average to above average yields while others put the “crop of a lifetime” into the bins! With every growing season we all wonder “Is there a new or better way to do this?”

Ag Days is certainly the place to find the answers to your questions from our many exhibitors or possibly even from a fellow farmer you may meet up with on the red carpet or in the seminar rooms. The popular features such as The Inventor’s Showcase, The New Inventions and the Farm Safety Features will all be back and bigger than ever!

We also have a full barn for Bull Congress and the seminar theatres are hosting over 60 speakers this year! This show will not disappoint!

We are very proud of the fact that our show is 100% Pure Farm. This means that all of our exhibits are required to be of an agricultural nature so farm business is the focus. With over 10 acres of exhibits making us Canada’s Largest Indoor Farm Show this is your one-stop shop for all your agricultural needs.

A great way to find exhibitors is by simply going to www.agdays.com and search for an exhibitor or use our new interactive mapping on the web. At the Show our friendly information staff is always available and willing to help you find what you’re looking for or stop by the show office and someone will lead you in the right direction.

This year we are running with the theme “THE YEAR OF THE YOUNG FARMER”. We really want to engage the next generation and get them out to Ag Days! We are going to have a Young Farmers Lounge at Ag Days and a Young Farmer selfie station! Young Farmers will be highlighted all over our show!

Let’s show the other provinces that Manitoba is Ag Proud! And who knows... you might just win an awesome grand prize if you participate.

Thank you to the many sponsors of Manitoba Ag Days; our show would not be the success it is without your partnerships! Thank you for supporting not only our show but this amazing industry! You will find our sponsors mentioned on various pages in this guide; please take the time to thank them when you visit them at their displays!

This year we are running with the theme “THE YEAR OF THE YOUNG FARMER”. We really want to engage the next generation and get them out to Ag Days! We are going to have a Young Farmers Lounge at Ag Days and a Young Farmer selfie station! Young Farmers will be highlighted all over our show!

We look forward to seeing you at Ag Days 2018 – It’s Where the Ag Year Begins.

Brad Crammond & David Laudin
CO-CHAIR, MANITOBA AG DAYS

Greetings & Welcome
Manitoba a g Days Show Guide 2018

SUPPLEMENT TO THE WESTERN PRODUCER

Tuesday January 16

MANITOBA CANOLA GROWERS PROGRAM
9:00 AM How Did That Happen?! – A Review of Canola Production in 2017
9:30 AM Precision in Canola
10:00 AM 100 Bushel Canola Yield – Little Things Matter!
11:00 AM Survival Guide to Marketing – From Field to Market

MANITOBA WHEAT & BARLEY GROWERS PROGRAM
1:00 PM Nitrogen Management for High Yielding Spring Wheat in Manitoba
2:00 PM Breeding Technologies Hit the Field
3:00 PM We Have the Wheat Genome Sequence – Now What?

MARKET OUTLOOK & MIND LOOKOUT
12:45 PM Ag Days Gives Back Award Presentations
1:00 PM The Tax Consequences of Doing Business in the United States
2:00 PM Agriculture is More Than Just Farming
3:00 PM Weaving a New Future Word

MORE CROPS, SAME ACRES
9:00 AM High Yields – What is Possible & What is Not
9:45 AM Pushing the Genes Genetic Potential – Agronomic Practices to Make it Pay
10:00 AM Healthy “Living” Soils Grow Crops
11:00 AM Soil Health in a Changing Climate: A New Research Project

MONEY ON MY MIND
9:15 AM Time to Step Up Your Grain Game!
10:00 AM Rendering the Farm More Profitable
11:00 AM Western Canadian Agriculture – Trapped?!

MONDAY MORNINGS
9:30 AM Western Canadian Agriculture – Trumped!
10:30 AM Watershed Management Across the Fence Lines – Challenges & Opportunities

MONDAY AFTERNOONS
9:45 AM  Time to Step Up Your Grain Game!
10:30 AM Watershed Management Across the Fence Lines – Challenges & Opportunities

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 17

WHERE THE WATER FLOWS
9:15 AM Tile Drainage 101 – Panel Discussion
10:30 AM Watershed Management Across the Fence Lines – Challenges & Opportunities

ALL ABOUT INNOVATION!
1:00 PM Buying With Confidence: Executing Your Equipment Plan
2:00 PM Grooming Future Leaders for the Beef Industry
3:00 PM Making Sense of the Dollars & Cents

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE BEEF!
1:00 PM Stake on Hooves – Where’s the Money?
2:00 PM Slime: How to Harvest More Value Per Acre!
3:00 PM Tales from the Cattle Pen

THE WESTERN PRODUCER
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE WESTERN PRODUCER
Thursday January 18

**SOYBEANS, SOYBEANS, SOYBEANS**

9:15 AM Soybean Production 101 – Panel Discussion
Carl Bangert
Producer, Beausejour, MB
Charles Stewart
Producer, Oak River, MB
Luc Remillard
Producer, St. Joseph, MB

10:30 AM Soybean – Canola Rotation: Why Not? A Pathologist’s Perspective
Holly Derksen
Field Crop Pathologist, Manitoba Agriculture

11:00 AM The Ultimate Soybean Challenge: Applying Research to the Farm
Cassandra Tkachuk
Production Specialist, Manitoba Pulse & Soybean Growers

11:30 AM Soybean Variety Selection – A Soybean is No Longer a Soybean!
Dennis Lange
Provincial Pulse Specialist, Manitoba Agriculture

AGRONOMY – THE MIXED BAG

1:00 PM Weather for 2018? Expect the Unexpected!
Andrew Nadler
Agricultural Meteorologist, Peak HydroMet Solutions

1:45 PM Big Yields Mean Big Nutrient Consumption
John Heard
Crop Nutrition Specialist, Manitoba Agriculture

2:30 PM Crop Rotations – Slippery Slope or Economic Opportunity?
Anastasia Kudincev
Manager of Crop Industry Development, Manitoba Agriculture

**MANITOBA Beef & FORAGE INITIATIVE PROGRAM**

1:00 PM How Will Recent Tax Changes Impact the Farm
Edith Prison
Business Advisor, Taxation Services, MNP LLP

1:30 PM Seeking Sustainability Through Innovation: A Look at the Cattle Industry
Kim Ominski
Professor, University of Manitoba

1:50 PM Manitoba Beef & Forage Initiatives Inc. – Driving Innovation on the Farm
Ramona Blyth
Chair, Manitoba Beef & Forage Initiative Inc.

2:10 PM Trying to Fit “In” Sustainability
Trevor Atchison
Producer, Pipestone, MB

2:30 PM A Producer’s Perspective on Building Sustainable Cattle Ranching Practices
Joey Bootsman
Rancher, Rapid City, MB

2:50 PM Evaluation of Soil Health Under Different Grazing Management Systems in Manitoba
Dr. Terence McGonigle
Professor, Brandon University

**AN ECOSYSTEM APPROACH TO FARMING FOR IMPROVED PROFITABILITY, STEWARDSHIP & JOB SATISFACTION**

9:40 AM Not My Grandpa’s Organic Farm
Katherine Stanley
Organic Extension Specialist, Manitoba Organic Alliance/University of Manitoba

10:10 AM Cash Cropping With Intercrops
Colin Rosengren
Producer, Midale, SK

11:10 AM Organic Production 101 – Panel Discussion
Alan McKenzie
Producer, Nesbitt, MB
Andrew & Patty Harris
Producers, Stonewall, MB
Alexander Boersch
Producer, Elie, MB

Come join us to Kick Off Ag Days 2018 with a hearty breakfast! A minimum donation of $5 is required, with all donations going to Agriculture in the Classroom. Let’s help educate our youth about Agriculture! Breakfast starts at 7:30 AM and runs until 8:45 AM. Thank you to our major sponsors: CANAD INNS, The Roadhouse and Q-Country.

Proudly Sponsored by:

**PATRON OF THE DAY**

**SUPPLEMENT TO THE WESTERN PRODUCER**

**SUPPLEMENT TO THE WESTERN PRODUCER**
Manitoba Ag Days
Seminars & Workshops

Manitoba Canola Growers Program
Tuesday, January 16th — AM
FCC Theatre

- **9:00 AM**
  **How Did That Happen?! – A Review of Canola Production in 2017**
  Angela Brackenreed, Agronomy Specialist, Canola Council of Canada
  With the majority of the province experiencing below average rainfall, a hot and dry July and high insect pest activity, lots of us are left wondering where the yield came from. We will explore how 2017 will impact the 2018 cost of production and how we plan for future years.

- **9:30 AM**
  **Precision in Canola**
  Shawn Senko, Agronomy Specialist, Canola Council of Canada
  A look at current Precision Ag practices, their contribution to canola production and their Return on Investment.

- **10:00 AM**
  **100 Bushel Canola Yield – Little Things Matter!**
  Florian Hagmann, Producer, Birch Hills, SK
  Florian will share how he has successfully grown high yielding canola year after year. The attention to details and ensuring that those details are taken care of in a timely manner are key elements of his success. Florian has been successful in growing over 100 bu per acre of canola! He likes to learn from other farmers as well as share his thoughts on why doing the “Little Things Matter!”
Manitoba Canola Growers Program
Tuesday, January 16th — AM
FCC Theatre

- 11:00 AM
  Survival Guide to Marketing – From Field to Market
  Dustin Gabor, Owner, Grain Shark
  Dustin runs through all the tools he uses on a day to day basis using canola as the focus example. He will also give you a better understanding of how to easily keep track of the market, and will provide a current forecast of where things are headed!

Manitoba Wheat & Barley Growers Program
Tuesday, January 16th — PM
FCC Theatre

- 1:00 PM
  Nitrogen Management for High Yielding Spring Wheat in Manitoba
  Amy Mangin, PhD Candidate, University of Manitoba
  High yielding spring wheat varieties being grown in Manitoba, along with improved agronomic practices, have challenged our traditional nitrogen (N) fertilization strategies. The main objective of this project was to determine appropriate nitrogen rates, timings and sources to maximize yield and protein levels in two varieties of spring wheat commonly grown in Manitoba: AAC Brandon (CWRS) and Prosper (CNHR). A summary of results will be presented for trials conducted across Manitoba during the 2016 and 2017 growing seasons. Rates of N applied entirely in the spring (urea and/or ESN), as well as in split N applications (combinations of spring and either stem elongation or flag leaf) were evaluated. Post anthesis, foliar applications of UAN and urea solution were also investigated. A number of tools for mid-season evaluation of yield and protein sufficiency during the growing season were examined including, GreenSeeker, SPAD meter, tissue tests, and soil testing.

- 1:30 PM
  What Puts the “Malt” in Malting Barley?
  Lorelle Selinger, North American Merchandising Manager, Cargill Malt
  In ancient Greece, barley was used as a super food for gladiators. In ancient Egypt, barley served as a currency. In the 1300’s, the King of England declared that one inch should be the measure of three barley kernels. Today in Canada, we grow over eight million metric tonnes of barley, over half of which is malting varieties. Malting barley, converted to malt, is primarily used in the brewing of beer, but is also used in spirits and many food products. What makes malting barley, malting quality? What specifications are important to maltsters and why?

- 2:00 PM
  Breeding Technologies Hit the Field
  Dr. Curtis Pozniak, Professor, Crop Development Centre, University of Saskatchewan
  Curtis’ presentation will focus on recent developments in wheat breeding technologies and their application in his wheat breeding program at the Crop Development Centre, University of Saskatchewan. Specifically, he will focus his talk on those technologies that show promise to increase breeding efficiencies, with the goal of developing new and improved wheat cultivars for Western Canadian produce.
Manitoba Wheat & Barley Growers Program
Tuesday, January 16th — PM
FCC Theatre

■ 2:30 PM
We Have the Wheat Genome Sequence – Now What?
Richard Cuthbert, Wheat Breeder, Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada

We are experiencing a time of unprecedented molecular technology innovation in wheat. In 2017, a full wheat genome sequence was released to the public. How can wheat breeders use this enormous resource to develop new wheats which respond to economically important production challenges like fusarium head blight, evolving rusts, and climate extremes while maintaining targeted market class acceptance?

■ 3:00 PM
Increasing Farm Organization Impact
Rob Hannam, Founder, Synthesis Agri-Food Network

Five provincial farm organizations are investigating the potential to have more impact for farmer members by merging together. The Manitoba Corn Growers Association, Manitoba Pulse & Soybean Growers, Manitoba Flax Growers Association, National Sunflower Association of Canada and the Manitoba Wheat and Barley Growers Association have been exploring this opportunity. Rob Hannam has been facilitating this process and will share the proposal that has been developed by a farmer led steering committee from the five organizations.

■ 3:30 PM
Marketing is a Four Letter Word
Brian Voth, President, IntelliFARM Inc.

Grain marketing is never without it’s challenges. Whether it’s the wrong timing and panic selling, rallies during the growing season which mean taking on production risk, or a plethora of quality issues to deal with; grain marketing well has never been easy. Possibly the bane of most farm operations, more often than not marketing is where money is left on the table. How do you manage price risk with production risk? The key is having a plan, and sticking to it.

More Crops, Same Acres
Tuesday, January 16th — AM
MNP Theatre

■ 9:00 AM
High Yields – What is Possible & What is Not
Dr. Rigas Karamanos, Senior Agronomist, Koch Fertilizer Canada, ULC

Maximum yield is a function of crop genetics, solar radiation, water, and nutrients. This presentation will attempt to answer what crop yields are possible and what fertility and moisture levels are required to get there. Fertility products are necessary to meet plant fertility needs, so a discussion on how to decide whether a product works or not will follow. A “good” product should provide both agronomic and economic benefits to producers. Its behavior must be predictable within reason and its application supported by ample scientific evidence.

■ 9:45 AM
Pushing the Crops Genetic Potential – Agronomic Practices to Make it Pay
Jarrett Chambers, President, ATP Nutrition

Jarrett will highlight key management practices required to hit their yields of 91 and 94 bushel per acre on canola and yellow peas, respectively. Currently, the average Canadian yield for a canola and pea crop are close to 36 and 40 bushels per acre. This is only 50% of the yield when compared to some other countries and is definitely not even close to these crops maximum genetic yield potential. Jarrett will focus on the agronomics of growing 90+ bushel per acre crop and will bring insights into different ways in achieving this, along with different sampling techniques to better understand the health of the plant. There will be emphasis on the importance and ultimately the impact of correct and proactive nutrient management has on the crop. This is a must see seminar to be engaged into how proper plant nutrition can bring a crop closer to its genetic yield potential.

■ 10:30 AM
Healthy “Living” Soils Grow Crops
Greg Patterson, President, A&L Laboratories Inc.

Soil Health is on everyone’s mind and people are seeking more sustainable agriculture with a reduction in the use of synthetic fertilizers and pesticides. Soil Health is a combination of biological, chemical and physical properties that determine the Soil Quality. These two terms will continue to overlap as we look at soil, not just as a lifeless inert growing medium, but more as a living, dynamic and continually changing ecological environment.
Seminars & Workshops

**More Crops, Same Acres**
**Tuesday, January 16th — AM**
MNP Theatre

- **11:30 AM**
  **Soil Health in a Changing Climate: A New Research Project**
  **Stephen Crittenden, Research Scientist, Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada**

Which farming system will be more resistant to changing growing conditions? Climate change is expected to bring more frequent summer drought to the Canadian Prairies so crop growing conditions will be increasingly stressed and risk of yield losses and failure could increase. Crops need water to grow and the supply of nutrients is reduced under drought conditions, thus growth and yield are lessened. Heavy rainfall washes away nutrients, seals soil, and damages crops. Reduced soil tillage intensity systems (e.g., no-till) lessen soil disturbance, which promote soil structure that shifts water and nutrient fluxes. Crop irrigation relieves water stress and promotes plant growth increasing soil organic matter input to soil. Reduced tillage systems and irrigation may on one hand promote healthy functioning soils that result in higher crop yields but on the other hand disease pressures and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions may increase. A balance must therefore be struck between practices beneficial for water and nutrient fluxes and risks involved with greater potential for Fusarium head blight (FHB) and GHG emissions. The proposed project will evaluate the impact of soil tillage intensity and irrigation on soil health, GHG emissions, soil and microbial biodiversity, and incidence and severity of FHB under drought and heavy rainfall conditions.

**Market Outlook & Mind Lookout**
**Tuesday, January 16th — PM**
MNP Theatre

- **12:45 PM**
  **Ag Days Gives Back Award Presentations**
  **Andrea Guthrie, Manitoba Ag Days Committee**

- **1:00 PM**
  **The Tax Consequences of Doing Business in the United States**
  **Todd Jenkins, International Tax Specialist, MNP LLP**

Whether you make sales to, provide services in, or ship goods to the U.S. you may have triggered a U.S. federal or state filing obligation. It’s important to understand your U.S. tax obligations so you can stay compliant with the increasingly complicated U.S. federal and state tax laws. Todd will also provide insights on the U.S. tax consequences to non-compliant U.S. citizens and discuss the tax impacts for Canadians renting U.S. property or selling property in the U.S.

- **1:30 PM**
  **Dignitaries Address**
  **The Honorable Ralph Eichler**
  **Minister of Agriculture**

  **His Worship Rick Chrest**
  **Mayor of City of Brandon**

- **2:00 PM**
  **Agriculture is More Than Just Farming**
  **Rosemund Ragetli, Canadian Young Speakers for Agriculture Junior Champion, Winnipeg, MB**

This speech will provide a brief overview of the scientific, political, and regulatory aspects of the Canadian Agriculture Industry, highlighting that this vast industry is not solely comprised of the actual farming operation, but also of significant and fundamentally crucial sectors which influence and direct the current Agriculture Industry in Canada.
Market Outlook & Mind Lookout

Tuesday, January 16th — PM
MNP Theatre

■ 2:15 PM
Making Sense of the Dollars & Cents
Errol Anderson, President, ProMarket Communications Inc.
How does it all tie together? Central bankers continue to ease monetary policy in a desperate effort to kick-start inflation and economic growth, but with little success. U.S. stock markets have surged to record-breaking highs while global commodity prices battle deflationary pressures. Grain, livestock, and currencies are all impacted which directly impact everyone’s business. This is a session about the reality of strained global economics and its impact on ag commodity prices. Business strategies to mull over heading toward the spring market will be discussed.

■ 3:00 PM
How a Tweet Sparked a Conversation About Mental Health in Ag
Kim Keller, Producer, Melfort, SK
One tweet opened a floodgate and started a very important and much needed conversation around mental health, farm stress and suicide in Ag. This conversation continues today throughout the industry while focusing on resources for farmers, understanding what mental health is and isn’t, as well as the role we all play in breaking the stigma surrounding our mental health.

■ 3:20 PM
Breaking Down Barriers: My Mental Health Journey
Lesley Kelly, Producer, Regina, SK
After sharing a live video this past summer of her and her husband’s stories of dealing with mental health that sparked a conversation both on and offline, Lesley will speak to what sparked them to create the video and her and her husband’s journey together on mental wellness and trying to break the barrier and stigmas on mental health.

■ 3:40 PM
Feeling “Down” On The Farm
Marsha Harris, Marriage & Family Therapist, Brandon University
There is considerable evidence to support the stereotype of farmers and farm families as being tough and resourceful. There is also considerable evidence that stress, anxiety, depression, emotional exhaustion and burnout are higher among farmers and farm families than among other populations. It is possible to experience both sides of this coin at the same time: to be tough and resourceful as well as experiencing a mental health concern. Farm people learn from an early age to put on a brave face and work through their problems. It is one of the many characteristics that make farmers successful. But, it can also mean that farmers are less likely to acknowledge they are struggling, and to seek help when they need it. It takes courage to talk about mental health. It all starts with learning more about what mental health is, and the signs that you or your loved one might be struggling. It means reaching out for support when and if you need it. Join the discussion to tap into the resourcefulness of farmers and farm families and build the conversation about mental health and impacts on our farming communities.
Money On My Mind
Wednesday, January 17th — AM
FCC Theatre

■ 9:15 AM
**Time to Step Up Your Grain Game!**
Darren Bond, Farm Management Specialist, Manitoba Agriculture
Touchdown! You know your grain farm’s costs of production, but now what? We’ve all heard that we should know our costs of production, but what can we do with that information? Darren will discuss this topic including identifying risks to the farm, determining the likelihood of profitability and developing an early warning system for problems on the farm. Also learn about the latest trends in crop production costs, yields and profitability in Manitoba. The ability to make your farm profitable has never been more attainable than now with these important management techniques!

■ 10:00 AM
**Rendering the Farm More Profitable**
Jean-Guy Talbot, FCPA, FCGA, Founder & CEO, Talbot & Associates
Justin Chaput, Partner, Talbot & Associates
Geared for any farm operation that wants to be more profitable, and who doesn’t want that, this session will give an overview of the areas that can have significant impacts on your bottom line. Join Jean-Guy and Justin as they discuss Risk management/mitigation, using analytics to your advantage, having the proper financing products, proper capital investments, and taking advantage of all tax rules.

■ 11:00 AM
**Western Canadian Agriculture – Trumped!**
Craig Klemmer, Principal Ag Economist, FCC
The Western Canadian agriculture environment is constantly evolving. Central banks are beginning to unwind stimulus in the economy, Canadian trade negotiation are on-going, and oil prices are finding a new equilibrium. What are the opportunities and risk for Western Canadian agriculture? How will trade negotiations impact Canada-U.S. relation and supply chains.

It’s All About the Beef!
Wednesday, January 17th — PM
FCC Theatre

■ 1:00 PM
**Stake on Hooves – Where’s the Money?**
Sandy Russell, Partner, Spring Creek Land & Cattle Consulting
Sandy will provide a dynamic overview of the current status of the North American beef cattle industry along with current factors that are influencing pricing providing both near and long term forecasts. She will focus on key drivers to monitor to determine price direction moving forward to assist Canadian cattle producers with their marketing decisions.

■ 2:00 PM
**Grooming Future Leaders for the Beef Industry**
Brett McRae, Manitoba Delegate, Young Cattlemen’s Council
Brett will be speaking about the programs that the Canadian Cattlemen’s Association offers to young producers including the Cattlemen’s Young Leaders program and the Young Cattlemen’s Council. He will also talk about other ways that young producers can get involved in the beef industry. If you are passionate about agriculture, especially beef, this talk is for you!

■ 2:30 PM
**Silage: How to Harvest More Value Per Acre!**
Ray Bittner, Livestock Specialist, Manitoba Agriculture
Silage costs more per acre than dry hay, but often can be a better value for your farm. Ray will go through the tips and tricks of making a better final product and lowering your overall livestock cost of production. Whether you make chopped or bale silage, or even are still sitting on the fence to make silage at all, this presentation is for you.

■ 3:15 PM
**Tails from the Cattle Pen**
Dr. Cody Creelman, Veterinarian, Veterinary Agri-Health Services
Dr. Cody Creelman, a beef cattle veterinarian and vlogger, speaks to the origins of his journey as a digital storyteller and how it has forever impacted his practice, his family, and himself.
Where the Water Flows
Wednesday, January 17th — AM
MNP Theatre

9:15 AM
Tile Drainage 101 – Panel Discussion
Todd Walker, Partner, Frontier Drainage Systems
Aaron Hargreaves, Producer, HarWest Farms LP
Ginette Caillier, Senior Water Resources Officer, Manitoba Sustainable Development

Understanding the benefits of tile drainage: how it works, what steps we take and how it can benefit your land and surrounding area. Start to finish, hear from a producer, an installer and the regulatory governance.

10:30 AM
Watershed Management Across the Fence Lines – Challenges & Opportunities
Dr. Allan Preston, Chair, Assiniboine River Basin Initiative

Water flows across many fence lines, many borders, and management of this valuable, but at times frustrating, resource, falls back on all of us in the watershed. The Assiniboine River Basin Initiative (ARBI) was formed in 2014 by a diverse group of stakeholders across the Qu’Appelle, Souris and Assiniboine sub-basins. ARBI’s vision is to work together to achieve a resilient Basin where comprehensive integrated watershed actions will benefit current and future generations. In order to achieve this vision, a framework plan has been developed to guide ARBI and its partners on the path forward, and ensure that a variety of tools are in the “fencing box”. One of these tools is the Manitoba Forage and Grasslands Association Aquanty Project. This project seeks to develop a detailed hydrogeospheric (HGS) model for the Basin, and new risk management tools to reduce the impact of extreme flood or drought events for the agricultural industry within the Basin. Just like good fences, good water management makes for good neighbors.

11:15 AM
Managing Surface Water on Farm to Achieve Both Agricultural & Environmental Benefits
Dr. David Lobb, Professor, University of Manitoba

Farmers have a variety of practices available to them to manage surface water on their land. David will discuss these practices in terms of their agricultural benefits and their environmental benefits with respect to downstream nutrient and water losses.

Visit our booth at the Manitoba Ag Days Show, January 16-18, 2018
Meet our sales team and view our properties!

LANE REALTY
Saskatchewan’s Farm & Ranch Specialists™
WITH OVER 35 YEARS IN THE BUSINESS!
PHONE: 306-569-3380  lanerealtycorp@sasktel.net
“New representing purchasers from the across Canada and overseas!!”

www.lanerealty.com

2:15 PM JANUARY 16TH, 2018
Making Sense of the Dollars & Cents
ERROL ANDERSON – President, Producers Co-op Communication Inc.

3:30 PM JANUARY 16TH, 2018
Marketing Is a Four Letter Word
BRIAN VOTH – President, bvlBVL Inc.

11:00 AM JANUARY 17TH, 2018
Western Canadian Agriculture – Trampled!
CRAD KLEINMAN – Secretary General, FFA
All About Innovation!
Wednesday, January 17th — PM
MNP Theatre

■ 1:00 PM
Buying With Confidence: Executing Your Equipment Plan
Peter Manness, Farm Management Consultant, MNP LLP
Leasing vs. Buying is the question that gets asked the most regarding equipment purchases, but it is only one small part of managing your equipment replacement plan. Flipping your entire fleet every year is not an option for most farms, but not buying anything might not be the greatest tactic either. Understanding the short and long-term impacts of your equipment buying decisions is an essential part of your farm’s success.

■ 1:30 PM
SWAT MAPS: Making Variable Rate Great Again
Cory Willness, President, CropPro Consulting
Soil, Water and Topography (SWAT) map layers are the most important component of a variable rate fertilizer and seed program. CropPro patented SWAT MAPS, a process that integrates these three key layers into a single map. Yield potential maps are useful, but adding soil potential maps makes variable rate great.

■ 2:15 PM
Fusarium Damaged Grains...Options
Dr. Rex Newkirk, Associate Professor, University of Saskatchewan
What is the most efficient and cost effective method to recover high quality grain from your fusarium infected wheat and barley? What are the advantages and disadvantages of each approach? The objective of this presentation is to explore cleaning, sorting and processing options to recover value from your infected wheat, durum and barley. Cleaning processes to remove the most infected samples is the starting point for all processes and in some cases will achieve your goals. However, if you need to meet the very tight standards for Vomitoxin for barley for Malt or Wheat and Durum for the milling industry, additional processing technology is required. This presentation will explore and discuss each of these technologies including, density separation, optical sorting and Near Infrared sorting using the BoMill. Come and discover for yourself which technology can recover the maximum value from your infected crops.

■ 3:00 PM
Star Wars & Star Trek: How Precision Ag May Land in the Farm of the Future
David Yee, Vice President of Operations, Prairie Agricultural Machinery Institute (PAMI)
The landscape of Precision Ag from an equipment and machinery aspect is rapidly changing. Non-traditional companies and participants are focusing on bringing high tech to agriculture in hopes of improving agronomic and economic results on farms. This presentation will offer a sneak peek on some of the emerging technologies that are being developed for the farm of the near and distant future.

■ 3:30 PM
Farming Re-Imagined: Dot Autonomous Power Platform
Trent Meyer, Executive Vice President, Dot Technology Corp
Imagine a different way. Autonomous cars will soon be driving the streets of the world; these cars can guide themselves without a human conducting any operations. In agriculture, standardized autonomous ‘power units’ have the ability to complete limitless tasks for farmers while freeing their time for other work. The DOT Power Platform is a mobile diesel-powered platform designed to handle a large variety of implements commonly used in agriculture, mining and construction. Its U-shaped frame facilitates the direct loading of implements, so that, once loaded, the implement “becomes one” with the mobile powered platform. DOT’s short- and long-range sensors make the power platform more accurate and attentive than any human. DOT constantly updates itself with images of the physical world around it and processes the data at lightning speed. Working for farmers, DOT completes tasks remotely and autonomously and enables farmers to spend more of their time focusing on the overall operation of their farms. Or in other words, we are re-imagining how farming can be done from the ground up.
Soybean, Soybeans, Soybeans
Thursday, January 18th — AM
FCC Theatre

■ 9:15 AM
Soybean Production 101 – Panel Discussion
Carl Bangert, Producer, Beausejour, MB
Charles Stewart, Producer, Oak River, MB
Luc Remillard, Producer, St. Joseph, MB

Manitoba soybean acres continue to grow. With this growth, producers have had many different experiences with the crop and this panel would like to share their experiences with other producers at the 2018 Ag Days show. This group will talk of soybeans on their farm dealing with both successes and challenges for future production.

■ 10:30 AM
Soybean – Canola Rotation: Why Not? A Pathologist’s Perspective
Holly Derksen, Field Crop Pathologist, Manitoba Agriculture

With the increasing acres of soybeans across Manitoba, growers are deciding where they best fit within their existing rotations. While many factors will contribute to this decision, growers needs to consider disease issues (sclerotinia, root rot, etc.) and decide how to best balance their risk.

■ 11:00 AM
The Ultimate Soybean Challenge: Applying Research to the Farm
Cassandra Tkachuk, Production Specialist, Manitoba Pulse & Soybean Growers (MPSG)

Cassandra will describe and present the results of the 2017 Ultimate Soybean Challenge (USC) held at Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada/Canada Manitoba Crop Diversification Centre in Portage la Prairie. She will outline how research results from the MPSG On-Farm Network was used to select best management practices for production including seeding rate, inoculation and seed treatment. She will then reveal who was crowned the winner of the USC.

Soybean, Soybeans, Soybeans
Thursday, January 18th — AM
FCC Theatre

■ 11:30 AM
Soybean Variety Selection – A Soybean is No Longer a Soybean!
Dennis Lange, Provincial Pulse Specialist, Manitoba Agriculture

Soybean acres continue to expand across the province. 2017 saw Manitoba producers plant almost 2.3 million acres of soybeans. Manitoba growers have many new varieties and herbicide systems to deal with this year. From Roundup Ready to Extend soybeans, Conventional soybeans, Liberty tolerant soybeans and in the near future Enlist soybeans, all have potential to be grown within the province. Dennis will be reviewing the 2017 season and will be discussing how these new systems have been working for Manitoba growers.

EARN A SUBSTANTIAL RETURN ON YOUR CLEARFIELD® & NEXERA™ CLEARFIELD CANOLA

With Clearfield® and Nexera™ Clearfield canola you have the opportunity to earn more revenue per acre. You have access to on-farm pick-up options, a higher return, competitive basis levels as well as year-round scheduling.

For more information on how you can earn more with Vitera, talk to your local Vitera Representative today.

Visit AGDAYS.COM for more information.
Agronomy - The Mixed Bag
Thursday, January 18th — PM
FCC Theatre

1:00 PM
Weather for 2018? Expect the Unexpected!
Andrew Nadler, Agricultural Meteorologist, Peak HydroMet Solutions

If there’s one thing a prairie growing season can teach us, it’s to expect the unexpected! This statement is usually followed by a string of bad news that has afflicted crops – floods, droughts, heat waves, frost, hail, disease... The 2017 growing season proved to be different. Despite being one of the driest on record, yields turned out to be much higher than expected. Quality was excellent. So, what does this mean for next year? Does it mean anything? Will Mother Nature seek her vengeance? This presentation will take a look at where we are now and provide a glimpse of what to expect for weather next growing season.

1:45 PM
Big Yields Mean Big Nutrient Consumption
John Heard, Crop Nutrition Specialist, Manitoba Agriculture

Cereal and canola crops produced some very good yields in 2017, in spite of low growing season rainfall. The nutrient removal by such a crop can be high and growers should account for such removal with soil testing and appropriate fertilization. Considering we under fertilized for the crop that was harvested and removed excess straw how do we manage moving forward?

2:30 PM
Crop Rotations – Slippery Slope or Economic Opportunity?
Anastasia Kubinec, Manager of Crop Industry Development, Manitoba Agriculture

The crop landscape in Manitoba has changed in the past 20 years, from a sea of wheat to yellow canola fields dominating and now rising acres of soybeans. The key recommendations for crop rotation has not though. The same crop in tight rotations on the same field eventually mean higher pest incidence and lower yields. So what is the “best” rotation to reduce pests and make the maximum return? Depends on your pests, what crops you can grow well in your area and how simple or complex you want to make it!

3:15 PM
Hedge Your Energy Costs at Five Cents for 30 Years
Alex Stuart, Senior Vice President, Sycamore Energy Inc.

Take advantage of Canada’s best solar rebate to lock your energy price below $0.05/kWh for the next 30 years. Come and learn how solar energy can reduce your operating expenses, and improve your energy independence. This presentation will cover the equipment used in solar installations and how you can leverage the Manitoba Hydro Power smart rebate.

An ecosystem Approach to Farming for improved Profitability, Stewardship & Job Satisfaction
Thursday, January 18th — AM
MNP Theatre

9:40 AM
Not My Grandpa’s Organic Farm
Katherine Stanley, Organic Extension Specialist, Manitoba Organic Alliance/University of Manitoba

“All four of my grandparents started their farming careers using what are essentially organic methods - crop rotation, livestock integration and some mechanical weed control.” - Martin Entz.

Modern Organic farming builds on these fundamentals, but involves a deeper scientific understanding of soil and plant process plus exciting new farm machinery. This presentation will highlight the latest approaches and machines available for organic farming on the prairies, and provide examples of what modern organic farming methods can offer.

10:10 AM
Cash Cropping With Intercrops
Colin Rosengren, Producer, Midale, SK

Colin will discuss the economic, agronomic and environmental impacts of intercropping. Intercropping is a multiple cropping practice involving growing two or more crops in proximity. The most common goal of intercropping is to produce a greater yield on a given piece of land.

11:10 AM
Organic Production 101 – Panel Discussion
Alan McKenzie, Producer, Nesbitt, MB
Andrew & Patty Harris, Producers, Stonewall, MB
Alexander Boersch, Producer, Elie, MB

This panel will highlight four producers who are in various stages of transitional and certified organic production. Alexander Boersch, Andrew and Patty Harris and Alan McKenzie all farm in Manitoba and have different levels of experience with organic production. Motivations, challenges and successes during the stages of change in production practices will be discussed.
1:00 PM

How Will Recent Tax Changes Impact the Farm?

Edith Frison, Business Advisor, Taxation Services, MNP LLP

2017 was a year of consultation for the Minister of Finance in Canada. His office consulted the public on many tax issues including the ability to defer grain tickets, sprinkle income, hold passive investments and convert income into capital gains. The government of Canada has now proposed and enacted some of the most significant changes to the Income Tax Act in generations. Join Edith to discuss how these changes to the Income Tax Act will impact family farms and farm corporations.

1:30 PM

Seeking Sustainability Through Innovation: A Look at the Cattle Industry

Kim Ominski, Professor, University of Manitoba

As the global population increases, the demand for animal protein is expected to rise. The agriculture industry, in particular the beef sector, is faced with the challenge of increasing production while improving economic and environmental sustainability. As input costs are expected to rise, along with competition for invaluable resources such as land, energy and water, we must adopt new management practices in order to improve sustainability of beef production systems.

1:50 PM

Manitoba Beef & Forage Initiative Inc. – Driving Innovation on the Farm

Ramona Blyth, Chair, Manitoba Beef & Forage Initiatives Inc. (MBFI)

This presentation will highlight the public-private partnership model of this research and demonstration farm, the importance of including all stakeholders to move the industry forward, and highlight some of the successes we’ve realized on the way.

2:10 PM

Trying to Fit “In” Sustainability

Trevor Atchison, Producer, Pipestone, MB

The presentation will talk about the juggling or struggling between financial sustainability, and environmental sustainability to be sustainable. Trevor will talk about the courses, tools and practices we have implemented such as rotational grazing and gross margin analysis. Adding how these tools have led to improving productivity of the land, cattle and our bottom line and push us to continue to find new tools, ideas and research (i.e. F1 females, utilizing genetic data to increase certain traits in calf crops) that continue our quest to be sustainable for future generations.

2:30 PM

A Producer’s Perspective on Building Sustainable Cattle Ranching Practices

Joey Bootsman, Rancher, Rapid City, MB

Personal experiences with sharing land with grain farmers, conservation groups, and varying land owners for financial sustainability. Relationships with environmental groups to cross utilize goals where environment and ranching can be sustainable.

2:50 PM

Evaluation of Soil Health Under Different Grazing Management Systems in Manitoba

Dr. Terence McGonigle, Professor, Brandon University

Soil health is normally evaluated in terms of productivity based outcomes, such as forage biomass or cattle gains. However, use of an indicator measurement on soil itself would allow prediction of outcomes, as well as provide an opportunity for management intervention to maximize profitability and preserve the integrity of the land. Soil organic carbon is one of several indicators that have been considered. We note that an important part of field productivity relies on microbe activity for mineralization and uptake to plants. Thus, the approach taken here was to test the use of microbial biomass carbon (MBC) as an indicator of soil health.
Battlefield Equipment Rentals
Cat construction equipment, parts/ agriculture equipment sales.
- Manitoba Room

Bayer CropScience ★
Insecticide, seed treatments, crop protection, fungicides, herbicides, digital farming.
- Brandon Curling Club

BD Manufacturing
Snow bladers, snow plow, lawn leveling equipment.
- City Square Exhibition Hall

BDO Canada LLP
BDO Assurance and accounting, tax and strategic planning, AgriPrograms, advisory.
- Westman Place Concourse

Beaver Truck Centre
Volvo and Kia trucks, new and used sales, parts, service.
- Enns Brothers Arena

Berg’s Prep and Paint / Berg’s Trailers
Manufacturing/ refinishing grain and gravel boxes. Hopper, and dump, box.
- Barn 3

Bill Klassen Auctions
Professional auction services.
- Westman Place Concourse

BioAgronics
Seed, Smart Solutions for seed, soil and growing crop.
- Main Street

BMO Bank of Montreal
Agriculture financial services.
- Brandon Curling Club

Botterill Sales
Distributors Landoll, Ditch Assist, OSIS, Manitou, Baumlite, Skid-Steer, Willy. Westoba Ag Centre Showroom
- Boundary Trails Driving Academy Inc.

- Offsite classes 1 and air brake licence in one week.
- Main Street

Bourgault Industries Ltd.
Industry leading seeding, tillage, and straw management equipment.
- Manitoba Room

Bourgault ‘Tillage Tools
Seeding openers, tillage tools, fertilizer knives, disks, Speed-Loc® Adapters.
- City Square Exhibition Hall

BP & Sons Grain
Grain buyer, trailer sales, truck rentals.
- City Square Exhibition Hall

Bradford Holdings Ltd.
Quick attachสวีทดี for high clearance sprayer.
- Barn 4

Brandon Bearing Ag & Ind. Supply Ltd.
Industrial supply, power transmission, hand and power tools, safety, engine rebuilding.
- UCT Pavilion

Brandt Agricultural Products Ltd.
Seeding handling equipment.
- Kinsman Arena

Brandt Tractor Ltd.
Brandt Traktor Stiksteers, compact track loaders, small excavators with finance options.
- Westman Place Arena

BrettYoung
Canola, soybeans, corn, seed production and forages.
- Brandon Curling Club

Bridgeview Manufacturing Inc.
Bridgeview Manufacturing.
- City Square Exhibition Hall

Bridgeview Livestock
- Kinsman Arena

Brownlee Trucking Inc.
Full-Size Super Tandem, Magnetic Camera Plg, Hopper Digger, Wireless Magnetic Lift.
- City Square Exhibition Hall

BSI Insurance
Agricultural insurance, life insurance, succession planning, crop protection, commercial insurance.
- Westman Place Concourse

Bunage Canola
Canola and canola processors.
- Westman Place Concourse

Bushel Plus
Innovative Combine Calibration. Cutting edge drop pans with sample cleaning.
- Barn 4

C & C Rentals Ltd.
Rootcrop equipment, Precision OV.
- Kinsman Arena

C.I.B. Agriculture
Financial services.
- Brandon Curling Club

C.S.A. Construction Ltd.
Concrete floors and foundations.
- Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Calidon Financial Services ★
Equipment sales.
- Kinsman Arena

Canada Malting Company Ltd.
Malting barley buyers.
- MNP Hall

Canadian Agri-Blend Inc.
Manufacturers of precision and mineral supplement blocks, Milk Replacer products and processed salt block.
- City Square Exhibition Hall

Canadian Agricultural Safety Association
The grain safety program.
- Westman Place Arena

Canadian Canola Growers Assoc.
Credible advice on grain, soybeans, pulses, livestock, hay and grass seed.
- Westman Place Concourse

Canadian Cattle Identification Agency
Comprehensive livestock traceability support and approved tag ordering services.
- UCT Pavilion

Canadian Farm Realty
Farm real estate.
- UCT Pavilion

Canadian Farm Realty
Farm real estate.
- Westman Place Concourse

Canadian Foodgrains Bank
Our vision is a world without hunger.
- Main Street South

Canadian Grain Commission
Government services, grain grading services, laboratory analytical services.
- Brandon Curling Club

Canadian International Grains Institute
Working with Canada’s field crop value chain locally and abroad.
- Brandon Curling Club

Canace Limited
Manufacturer of farm tools, grain trailers, baler movers and much more.
- Enns Brothers Arena

Canola Council of Canada ★
Full field crop chain organization representing Canada’s entire canola industry.
- Westman Place Concourse

Can-Seed Equipment
Distributor of seed treating, conveyance, fertilization, design, installation, service, and parts.
- City Square Exhibition Hall

Canterra Seeds Ltd.
Canterra Seeds is one of Canada’s leading seed companies with a full product portfolio of leading-edge varieties in canola, peas, oats, barley, corn, soybeans and specialty crops.
- Brandon Curling Club

Capstan Ag Systems Inc.
Precision application equipment.
- Barn 2

Cardele Tech Corp
F End Water pumps, drifting equipment, custom land maintenance, machinery.
- Barn 3

Cargill Limited ★
Cargill creates connections across the global food system to help the world thrive.
We link farmers to markets, customers with sustainable nutrition solutions, and nourish the world.
- MNP Hall

Campbell Case IH
Case IH
- Agriculture equipment.
- Canada Room

Central Testing Laboratory Ltd.
Agricultural laboratory testing of feed, food and water.
- Brandon Curling Club

Century 21 West-Man.com
Real Estate.
- Westman Place Concourse

Ceres Global Ag Corp
Grain handling facility.
- UCT Pavilion

Certified Labs
Liquid & lubricants.
- City Square Exhibition Hall

Changing Times, LLC
City liquid applications for on-farm seed treating.
- Brandon Curling Club

CHS Inc.
Grain marketing company that provides services to our shareholders.
- UCT Pavilion

Combine World
Agriculture parts, tools, equipment.
- Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Come As U R
Bulls.
- Barn 11

Committed Ag Supply
Nut, seed & crop supply.
- Westman Place Concourse

Convey - All Industries Inc.
Conveyors & equipment.
- Brandon Curling Club

Conveyor by Thor Manufacturing
Grain and pneumatic, grain transfer systems.
- City Square Exhibition Hall

Copperhead Ag Closing Wheels
Copperhead Ag Closing Wheels marketed by Thunderstruck.
- Barn 4

Corner Equipment and Advanced Growth Group
Precision planting, seeding, spraying, and all short lines.
- Barn 3

CPS
Plant nutrition, seed, crop protection and precision agriculture.
- Brandon Curling Club

Crazy Industries
Crazy Industries proudly manufactures a variety of combine attachments, which include air systems, hopper extensions, chaff spreaders and cutting systems as well as a full line of tillers and tilting accessories. Crazy products can increase yields.
- Barn 2

CropPro Consulting
Spray Edge, Variable rate using soil, water, and topography data.
- MNP Hall

Cudmore Bros.
Augers, grain bins, aeration equipment, lighting.
- Barn 4

Cummins Western Canada
Cummins sales and service Western Canada is the regional distributor for Cummins Inc., a global leader providing power solutions.
- City Square Exhibition Hall
Custom Auto & Truck Accessories
Truck accessories, trailer hitch, LED lighting
MNP Hall

Custom Tarps & Filters Inc.
Tarp, metal sheet, tarpaulin, tire supplies
Westoba Ag Centre North Concourse

Custom Truck Sales Inc. Kenworth
Heavy truck and trailer sales
Kinsmen Arena

Cypress Industries Ltd.
Quality metal fabricated lighting equipment and custom manufacturing
Barn 3

Diamond Doors Inc. is a manufacturer of high quality custom engineered bi-fold doors.

Devloo Roto Mud Scrapers
Devloo canola crusher to determine green seed count in canola.

Clean Burn used oil furnaces & boilers.

De-on Supply Inc.
Clean Burn used of furnaces & boilers.
Barn 1

Delmar Commodities Ltd.
Grain marketing, seed retailer, and special crops.
Main Street

Denny Tire
Farm service, OTR, industrial, truck, retreading, foam filling. Spaircy repair.
Barn 2

De-on Supply Inc.
Clean Burn used of furnaces & boilers.
Main Street

Devloo Canola Crusher
Devloo canola crusher to determine green seed count in canola.
Manitoba Room

Devloo Roto Mud Scrapers
Devloo Roto Mud Scrapers
Manitoba Room

Diamond Doors Inc. is a manufacturer of high quality custom engineered bi-fold doors.

City Square Exhibition Hall

Discovery Seed Labs
Seed testing services.

DL Parts For Trailers
Trailer parts! Axles, wheels, tires, jacks, couplers, hitches, lighting.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Double A Trailer & Contracting
Winter Simmons, Igniter package, Layed Fertilizer Wagons, Trailers
Barn 4

Double Diamond Tire & Farm service retailer.
UCF Pavilion

Dow AgroSciences Canada Inc.
As Dow AgroSciences, we work passionately to develop sustainable crop protection and plant biotechnology solutions that help growers get the most out of every acre and meet the needs of the growing world.

Branding Curbing Club

Dow Seeds
Seed: Corn, soybeans, sunflowers, edible beans.

Brandon Curbing Club

DTP / The Progressive Farmer
On-demand market information, cash commodity prices and location-specific weather.

Main Street South

Ducks Unlimited Canada
Conservation fund programs - winter wheat, forages, CEs, grazing
MNP Hall

Dugout RO to H2O
Dugout water to drinkable water with no chemicals or water waste
Barn 4

DuPont Pioneer
Seeds - canola, corn, soybeans, alfalfa, sunflowers, etc.

Branding Curbing Club

Dutch Openers / BioSpreader (A Div. of Dutch Ind.)
Openers, stave tools, fertilizer/seed/iron, crop sifters, cab filters, BioSpreader
Barn 2

Dynamic Ditchers
Wolverine Bale Sheeter and Wolverine Emmere Ditcher
Westman Place Arena

DuYerra Corporation
Full-service supplier to fertilizer industries across Western Canada.

City Square Exhibition Hall

Eagle Nest Lodge/Jacksons Lodge
Manitoba Honey Fly in Fishing Lodge packages.

MNP Hall

Eastwood Products
Harvest screen, sprayer jacks, heavy equipment jacks, bin winches, h2o/h2o
Westoba Ag Centre North Concourse

Edward Jones
Financial advisor.
Main Street

Elis Seeds
Certified seed, custom grain cleaning, seed treating, and grain bins.

Branding Curbing Club

Elmer’s Manufacturing Ltd.
Manufacture of the Hard Master grain cart and Super 7 Harrow.

City Square Exhibition Hall

EMB Mfg. Inc.
Wheatman Equipment - Wood chipper, log splitters, farmwood processors, log trailer/ log loader, compact tarps, skidding winches, material spreaders.

Mitching Ring

Emerson Milling Inc.
Grain processing.

Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Enersip
Structural insulated panel system (SIPS), laminated plywood products, Ari door display, PVC moldings, shelterhalls, trusses.

City Square Exhibition Hall

Equipment Technologies / Apache Sprayers
Apache sprayers

Manitoba Room

Euro-Scot Equipment Ltd.
Seeding, variey and hay equipment.
Main Street South

Evolution Wheel
Solid skid steer tires.

City Square Exhibition Hall

F

Faithlife Financial
Financial planning, insurance & investments.

Main Street South

Farm At Hand Inc.
Farm management software.

Branding Curbing Club

Farm Credit Canada
Financial services.

Westman Place Arena

Farm for Profit
Soil amendment, fertility, weed control, manure management.

City Square Exhibition Hall

Farmagro Sales Ltd.
Advantage used spraying equipment and Vogels wind winches.

UCP Pavilion

FarmChem
Seed treatment, storage, conveyors, scales, and automation service & equipment.

UCP Pavilion

Farmers Edge
Precision agriculture and data management solutions.

Branding Curbing Club

Farmland.com
The farm sale marketplace connects grain farmers and buyers online.

Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Farmlink Marketing Solutions
Grain marketing consulting services.

Branding Curbing Club

Farmtronics Ltd.
GPS guidance, sprayer controls, air seeders, moisture testing, weather stations.

City Square Exhibition Hall

Farrell Agencies Ltd.
Insurance brokerage specializing in ag, commercial ag, and seed & O/A insurance.

Branding Curbing Club

Fastcover Fabric Structures
Fabric covered buildings.

City Square Exhibition Hall

Faucours Ag Center
Shortline ag equipment dealer, after market parts retailer.

City Square Exhibition Hall

FBC (Farm Business Consultants )
Accounting and bookkeeping services.

Branding Curbing Club

Federated Co-operatives Ltd.
Crop supplies, bulk fuels, farm & home, building, fertilizer and propane.

City Square Exhibition Hall

FenceFast Ltd.
Fencemake your agriculture fencing better, faster, safer.

Barn 4

First Class Training Centre Inc.
Class 1, Class 3, AirBrake training, driver improvement, driver evaluations.

City Square Exhibition Hall

Flaman Sales Ltd.
Shortline agriculture, grain cleaning, trailers, service, parts and rentals.

Kinsmen Arena

Flexfinger QD Industries Inc.
Crop hitters and accessories including the Flexfinger QD Picker.

Westoba Ag Centre North Concourse

FMC Canada
FMC Canada provides crop protection solutions to Canadian growers.

Branding Curbing Club

Fort Garry Industries Ltd.
HD trucks and trailer parts and new trailer sales.

Kinsmen Arena

Fountain Tire
Tire, service and mechanical service provider.

City Square Exhibition Hall

Foxy Lady Cattle Co. / Pizzey Simmentals
Pizzey Simmental and Sim-Angus genetics suited for the purebred and commercial breeder.

Barn 11

FP Genetics
Pedigree seed sales.

UCP Pavilion
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Fraser Ag Services Ltd.
Precision seeding & soil sales.
MNP Hall

Fraser Auction Service Ltd.
Complete auction service. Specializing in farm equipment and land auctions.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Free Form Plastic Products
Distributors: Joink, Hardwall, Hil-Tech, Truflex.

Frontier Drainage Systems
City Square Exhibition Hall.

Freightliner Manitoba Ltd.
Heavy truck sales.
Kinsmen Arena

Freby Angus Farms Ltd.
Bull sales.
Barn 11

Friesen Sales & Rentals
Sales & rentals of agricultural and construction equipment.
Barn 1

Frontier Power Products
John Deere/Kubota industrial diesel engines, generators parts and service.
Barn 1

Frontlink Inc.
Zulberg farm hitches and PTOs, Einbeck farm equipment, Dal-Ro rollators.
UCT Pavilion

Frostfree Noseumps Ltd.
Uncovered or remote watering system - no power required.
UCT Pavilion

G

G8 Équipements
Horizontal forestry muckers & rock crushers & soil tillers.
Westman Place Arena

G2
We purchase a wide range of grains, oilseeds and special crops.
MNP Hall

Gaber Distributors
Premier aluminum spray booms, Gaber tillage tools, vertical tillage assemblies.
Barn 1

Genie Inc.
Specialized ag equipment provider and Allied Parts retailer.
Barn 2

General Metal Fabrication Ltd.
Snowthrowers for all sizes of tractors, Pro driven water pumps.
Barn 11

Glasman Farms
Pedalised Auger and Stenmemple cattle, Annual Bull Sale in February
Barn 11

Global Ag Risk Solutions
Production cost insurance

Brandon Curling Club

Global Farm And Farm and Ranch Recruitment and Immigration
Provider of recruitment and immigration services to grain and livestock producers.
Canada Room Hallway

Golden West Radio
Golden West Radio, Manitoba's authoritative agricultural voice!
Main Street

Goodon Industries Ltd.
Farms, seacoast & commercial buildings.
Westoba Ag Centre Concours

Graham Seed Treating Systems Ltd.
High quality seed treatments for producers and custom treating outlets.
UCT Pavilion

Grain Bags Canada
Manure/orchard / Ankeny grain bagging equipment.
Westman Place Arena

Grain Cleaning LLC
Grain cleaner.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Grain Shark
Grain marketing advice that fits in your pocket!
UCT Pavilion

Greenleaf Technologies Inc.
Spraybath Technologies is a distributor of advanced agricultural sprayer nozzles.
Main Street

H

H & L Motors
Tractors and equipment.
Kinsmen Arena

Hanover Doors
Specialization in overhead doors & operators, service & repair, dock equipment.

Hart For Kids
Planting the seeds of Hope.

Harvest For Kids

Hart For Kids

Harvest Salvage Co Ltd.
Used & new parts for tractors, combines & swathers.
Westoba Ag Centre Concours

Haul All Industries Ltd.
Side draw tenders, seed tenders, combine roll tarp, weigh wagons.
Westoba Room

Haybuster / Duratech Industries
Bale processors, tub grinders, rock pickers, vertical mixers, drills.
Manitoba Room

HBH Farms
Purchased Seeds Angus cattle producer.
Barn 11

Heads Up Plant Protectants Inc.
Biological seed treatment products for the prevention of fungal diseases.

FBT Pavillon

Heartland Livestock
Livestock marketing services.
Main Street

Heat Smart Plus WC
Portagic and Main water furnaces and accessories.

Barn 2

Hemp Genetics International Inc.
Pedigree hemp used for sale and hemp grain contracts available.
Westoba Pavillon

Hensall District Co-operative
Forage, cover crop and turf seed production and sales.

Barn 2

Herringbone Manufacturing, Autometer, Karcher

Inlett Equipment

Hibric Liquid Soil Supplement
Hibric liquid soil supplement.

UCT Pavilion

High Bluff Stock Farm

Barn 11

Higahone Ag & Ranch Equipment Ltd.

Barn 3

HiChallenge Mfg. Ltd.
CMH360 Bale Packer with Food Chopper™ and MF400™ System, Fastack square bale stacker

Kinsmen Arena

HiLo Hog Farm & Ranch Equipment Ltd.
HiLo Hog Farm & Ranch Equipment.
Barn 3

Hird Equipment
Solid bid tier times.

City Square Exhibition Hall

Hi-Tec Industries V-Wing
Live stock feeding and earth moving equipment.

Barn 2

Hitrac
Case farm equipment & supplies.

Barn 2

Homestead Aerial Photo
Aerial photos.

Westoba Aerial Photo

Horizon Livestock & Poultry Supply
Livestock & poultry equipment & supplies.
Westoba Ag Centre North Concours

Horsch, LLC
Plants, air seeders, tilage.

Manitoba Room

Horst Welding
Buckets and loader attachments, snow removal, grain wagons, baler wrapping and snowspreaders.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Hotsy Central
Pressure washers, detergent and pressure washer accessories.

UCT Pavilion

Huber Ag Equipment Ltd.
Snowblower, bale shredder, livestock feeders, washers, handling systems and tools.

Barn 3

Husky Energy
Corn and wheat purchasing.
Canada Room Hallway

I

Imperial Seed
Fanges, cover crop and turf seed production and sales.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Inlet Equipment
Gray Manufacturing, Autostrac, K+K.

Main Street

Innotag Distributions Inc.
Fertilizer spreaders, precision ag equipment, feed processing equipment.

Barn 3

Input Capital
Marketing & Capital Streams

MNP Hall

Integra Tire Canada
Tires
Westoba Ag Centre Concours

j
Intelligent Agricultural Solutions
Insuring Ag's future - products provide monitoring solutions for air seeders.
- City Square Exhibition Hall

Interlake Resources Inc.
Shop/rave and equipment lighting solutions.
- Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

IntraGrain Technologies Inc.
Secure your harvest with IBN-SENSOR®. Wireless grain storage monitoring solutions.
- Westman Place Arena

Investors Group Financial Services
Comprehensive financial planning / financial services / financial planning / management.
- UCT Pavilion

Jp cattle co.
John Deere equipment and technology.
- UCT Pavilion

Kellers Equipment Supply Ltd.
Vegetation maintenance equipment, shop equipment & petroleum fueling equipment.
- Enns Brothers Arena

Kil’n Solar
Solar powered livestock watering and aeration
- City Square Exhibition Hall

Kenyar Ranch
Your source of quality Red Angus genetics.
- Barn 11

Keystone Agricultural Producers
KAP is MB’s general farm policy organization, working to make all farmers successful.
- Brandon Curling Club

K K Penner Tire Centers
Ag and light truck and passenger tires.
- City Square Exhibition Hall

KnR Ag & Sales & Service
AMN Software, RTK, M Elaine Orzech, Cazzy Tiki Pits, Outback/Raven Precision.
- Westman Place Arena

Koch Agromonic Services, LLC.
Enhanced efficiency fertilizer.
- Brandon Curling Club

Kramble Industries
Radio controlled, motorized accessories for augers, tractors and trailers.
- Main Street

Kubota Canada Ltd.
Agriculture, turf and construction equipment.
- Westman Place Arena

Kuhn Farm Machinery
Mowers, spreaders, TMN mixers, hay tools and tillage tools.
- Kinsmen Arena

La Capitale
Financial services.
- UCT Pavilion

Labtronics / Dinmo’s Tool & Die Ltd.
Automated/Classic Model R9/Loose fasteners, stockage, saske, grain Proteins, thermoclins.
- Westman Place Concourse

Lakeshore Sales
Remote control chute operators & camera systems.
- Barn 4

Lakeview Insurance Brokers
Farm insurance - property, liability, hail, livestock.
- Westman Place Concourse

Lane Realty Corp.
Saskatchewan farm & ranch specialists.
- Westman Place Concourse

Leabank Ventures Ltd.
In-cab/IPS meter mounting solutions.
- Westman Place Arena

LE Charolais
Producing White and Red Charolais breeding stock.
- Barn 11

Len’s Alternative Parts & Service
Hitches, generators, wiring, list repairs, rentals, sales, service and truck accessories.
- Canada Room Hallway

Leon’s Mig. Company Inc.
Material handling equipment - trailers, scrapers, material spreaders & bail handlers.
- Barn 2

Lewis Cattle Oiler Co. Ltd.
Lewis Cattle Oiler, Oilin' Oiler, automatic shape oilers.
- Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Life Science Association of Manitoba
The voice for Manitoba’s life science industry.
- UCT Pavilion

Linear Grain Inc.
Cross country merchants of grains, oilseeds, food ingredients, fertilizer.
- MNP Hall

Louis Dreyfus Canada Ltd.
Bake & powertrain specialists.
- MNP Hall

Macdon Industries Ltd.
The harvesting specialists.
- Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

MAD Concaves (Skyman Welding)
MAD Concaves
- Canada Room Hallway

Mandako Agti. Marketing Ltd.
Land Rollers, Vertical Tillage, Driiit Bags
- Kinsmen Arena

Manitoba Agricultural Services Corporation (MASC)
Lending and insurance - Building a strong rural Manitoba.
- Brandon Curling Club

Manitoba Agriculture
Grow Manitoba Agriculture /MBAg - Experts for Every Acre
- Brandon Curling Club

Manitoba Agriculture
Grow Manitoba Agriculture /MBAg - Experts for Every Acre
- Westman Place Concourse

Manitoba Angus Association
Manitoba Angus Association booth.
- Kinsmen Arena

Manitoba Association of Agricultural Societies - Open Farm Day
Plan to be an Open Farm Day 2018 host site.
- Westman Place Concourse

Manitoba Beef Producers
The voice of Manitoba’s beef industry.
- Kinsmen Arena

Manitoba Buckwheat Growers Association Inc.
Grower association
- Westman Place Concourse

Manitoba Canola Growers Association
Manitoba Canola Growers is committed to maximizing net income for canola farmers through sustainable production.
- Westman Place Concourse

Manitoba Charolais Association
Promotion of the Charolais breed in Manitoba.
- Kinsmen Arena

Manitoba Conservation Districts Association (MCDAA)
Grassroots org. work with farmers on soil and water management on the Manitoba landscape.
- Westman Place Concourse

Manitoba Conservation Wildlife
Information on how to deal with human-wildlife conflicts.
- UCT Pavilion

Manitoba Co-operator (Glacier FarmMedia)
Manitoba Co-operator newspaper.
- Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Manitoba Diversification Centres
Applied crop research and farm diversification.
- Main Street
N

7 Stock Farm
Fixed Head Black Angus Bulls
Barn 11

National Leasing
Financial services.
Westman Place Concourse

Nature Conservancy of Canada
Conservation programming.
Westman Place Concourse

Neeralta Manufacturing Inc.
Grain baggers & grain bag loaders.
Westman Place Arena

Nestibo Agra Inc.
Sunflower producer.
Westman Place Concourse

NetSet Communications
High-speed internet for residential, small business and enterprise solutions.
Canada Room Pavilion

Never Spill Spout
Never Spill Spout Inc. - Full line alarm.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Newton Enterprises
Quality, turn-key buildings for agricultural, commercial and residential use.
UCT Pavilion

Norstar Industries
Grain handling equipment (Bin unloaders/sweeps, En-Masse conveyors, incline conveyors, screw conveyors, bucket elevators, grain, feed, seed & fertilizer systems)
Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Northern Plains Drainage Systems Ltd.
Ditch Assist, Soil-Max tile plows, drain tile.
Barn 4

Northern Quinoa Production Corporation
Offering quinoa production contracts.
UCT Pavilion

Northstar Genetics
Soybeans and corn.
MNP Hall

Northstar Seed
Forage seed and agronomic advice.
Brandon Curling Club

Notre Dame Used Oil
Environmental services; used oil, oil filters, oil antifreeze containers, antifreeze.
Westman Place Concourse

NoviD Inc.
Custom manufacturer of stainless steel fertilizer and chemical storage tanks.
Westman Place Concourse

Nufarm Agriculture
Agricultural equipment products.
Brandon Curling Club

Nuseed Americas Inc.
Leading supplier of sunflower planting seeds used to Canadian farmers.
Canada Room Pavilion

NutriAg Western Canada
Seed primers, inoculations, fertilizer and specialty fertility products.
UCT Pavilion

NYK Cattle Company
Pestwood Black Angus Bulls
Barn 11

Ocean Trailer
Sales, service, rentals, leasing, parts. Western Canada’s trailer specialist.
Kinsmen Arena

Omex Agriculture Inc.
Liquid fertilizer manufacturers.
City Square Exhibition Hall

One-Step Automation
Electrical automation controls for grain handling, seed cleaning, etc.
UCT Pavilion

Outback Guidance (AgJunction)
GPS guidance / mapping / auto steer / rate control / RTK
Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Overton Environmental Enterprises Inc.
EcoFed/TM Biological amendment products; waste management consulting services.
UCT Pavilion

P

Paradise Geothermal
Water/farm heat pumps.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Parrish & Heimbelder Ltd.
Agr business including grain procurement
MNP Hall

Paterson Grain
Grain marketing and crop inputs.
MNP Hall

Pattison Liquid Systems
Manufacturer of liquid fertilizer application equipment and spray management systems.
Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Penergetic Canada
Swiss products: crop & soil inputs, manure/compost treatment, dugout/water treatment, feed additives.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Penno’s Machining & Mfg. Ltd.
Natural concretes, table augers, MWG castings & cylinders, forging bale fork.
Canada Room Pavilion

Pentair - Hypro
Manufacturer of spray pumps, nozzles, and accessories.
Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Masterfeeds
Largest feed and confinement animal foods.
UCT Pavilion

Maxim Truck & Trailer
Truck and trailer sales, rentals, leasing, service, and parts.
Enns Brothers Arena

Max-Quip
NRS application equipment.
City Square Exhibition Hall

McMunn & Yates Building Supplies
Hot home building.
City Square Exhibition Hall

McTavish Steel Works Ltd.
Heavy duty workshops.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Meridian Manufacturing Inc.
On-farm storage and handling.
Westoba Ag Centre Showroom

Michel’s Industries
Tarp systems, chute openers, wireless technology, crop catcher, combine covers.
Barn 4

Miltec Sprayer Technologies Inc.
Miltec Sprayer Technologies Inc. carries: LEMKEN, Ag Bag, Atlas, Conair, Nitro 5000 Series and Spray & Air Technology.
Westoba Ag Centre Showroom

MNP LLP
Accounting, consulting, tax.
Westman Place Concourse

Monsanto BioAg
Monsanto BioAg offers the inoculants TagStart®, TagStart® LCD, JumpStart®, OptiStart® ST, QuickRoots® and Cult-Start®.
Brandon Curling Club

Monsanto Canada Inc.
DEKALB Brand canola, corn, and soybean seed / Monsanto crop protection.
Brandon Curling Club

Moocall Canada
The Moocall Caring sensor monitors your cows contractions and sends you a notification one hour before she is due to calve.
Kinsmen Arena

Moose Creek Red Angus
Est. 1971 - Annual Bull Sale January 31 & April 9 2018
Barn 11

Morris Industries Ltd.
Air seeders, air & disc drills, round & square bale carriers.
 Manitoba Room

Motor Carrier Division
Motor Carrier enforcement.
Westman Place Concourse

MT2 Equipment - Belarus Made Tractors
MT2 Tractors International - ON
Westman Place Arena

Murray Chevrolet Cadillac Buick GMC
New General Motors light and heavy duty trucks.
City Square Exhibition Hall
Peterbilt Manitoba Ltd.
Peterbilt trucks.
Westman Place Arena

PhIber Manufacturing Inc.
Spray tenders, earth-moving blades, big square bale equipment.
Enns Brothers Arena

Picksseed Canada Inc.
Research, produce and distribute Forage, turf and native seed product.
MNP Hall

Pioneer Coupler Cattle Oiler Co.
Re-coupler oilers, conversion kits and related accessories.
Westoba Ag Centre North Concourse

Pneu-Tek Tire Tools
Portable, impact driven tire changing tools.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Polaris Leasing Ltd.
Leasing / financing services.
Westman Place Concourse

Polywest
Liquid handling and storage products.
UCT Pavilion

Positioning & Autosteer Technologies Inc.
Precise farming GPS equipment.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Power Up Lubricants
Environment friendly breakdown lubricants, extreme pressure grease, fuel lubricants, sprays.
Westman Place Concourse

Power Lift Doors Manitoba
Power Lift hydraulic shop doors, manufactured in Manitoba, delivered and installed
Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Power Rich Corporation
Fertilizer
Main Street

Prairie Agri Sales Ltd.
LEAKEN Strategic tillage equipment.
Barn 11

Prairie Grain Analyzer
Portable moisture analyzer marketed by Thunderstruck
Barn 4

Prairie Liquid Feeds
Liquid feed manufacturer and dust control products.
Canada Room Hallway

Prairie Mobile Communications
With 50 years of experience, Prairie Mobile Communications is a leading provider of two-way radio and communication solutions.
MNP Hall

Prairie Post Frame
Post frame building - material supply & construction.
Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Praxair Distribution Inc.
Welding supplies
Westoba Ag Centre North Concourse

Precision Farm Parts Inc.
Combine parts & attachments.
Hitching Ring

Precision Land Solutions
Expertise in water management.
UCT Pavilion

Precision Trailers
Precision trailers - Center of Group training.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Prinsco
Water management products.
UCT Pavilion

Proctor Organic Systems
Certification services.
UCT Pavilion

Professional Transport Driver Training School Ltd.
Class 1 and 3 training.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Progressive Mats & Uniforms
Workwear, personal equipment, cleaning & wiping products.
Main Street South

Providence Grain Solutions
Providence Grain Solutions. Locally grown and globally connected.
UCT Pavilion

Pumps and Pressure Inc.
Pressure washers/wrings, air compressors, lube equipment, sales and service.
Canada Room Hallway

Pure Country Simmentals
Bulls
Barn 11

Quantum Electronics
Digital grain moisture testers - sales, service and calibration (25 yrs)
Main Street South

Quarry Seed / Prograin
Soybean seed and input products.
UCT Pavilion

Q Country 91.5 FM
Aerial Application of Pesticide by UAV. Transport Canada Approved.
UCT Pavilion

Racyzynski Sales
Tie Jogger, Auger Jogger, Grain Vac Hose, Hand Hopper
City Square Exhibition Hall

Ralph McKay Industries
Field preparation to precision harvesting, Ralph McKay / Harvest Services.
City Square Exhibition Hall

Raven Industries
Raven Industries is a technology company that creates innovative precision ag solutions.
Barn 2

RBC Royal Bank
Financial services.
Brandon Curling Club

Real Industries 2003 Ltd.
Manufacturer of livestock trailers and handling equipment.
Hitching Ring

Redekop Manufacturing
Shovel choppers and blade replacement for improved crop residue management.
Enns Brothers Arena

Redfern Enterprises Limited
Vein Holster
Main Street South

Redfern Farm Services Ltd.
Fertilizer, crop protection, seed, lubricants, bins & augers, agrotry, consulting.
Brandon Curling Club

Remer Overhead Doors Ltd.
Buildings, supply & install garage doors & operators.
Barn 1

Remax Valleyview Realty
Realtor
Main Street South

Renn Mill Center Inc.
Reifor, hammer mills, hammer mills, grain baggers, grain unloaders, Jiffy/bale processors, Jiffy/blower, Jiffy/blower/float.
Barn 3

Richardson Pioneer
Grain merchandising services, crop inputs/agronomy services.
MNP Hall

Richie Bros. Auctioneers
Auctioneers done right
Westoba Ag Centre North Concourse

Rite Way Mfg. Co. Ltd.
Equipment
Barn 1

Rocky Pond Commodities
Buyers and sellers of soybeans and all other grains and feed grains.
Westman Place Concourse

Rodono Industries Ltd.
Harvester auger systems and tractors hydraulically under grain trailers.
Barn 2

ROGA Drone Ltd.
Aerial Application of Pesticides by UAV. Transport Canada Approved.
Barn 4

Rosetown Flighting Supply
Replacement auger flighting
Westoba Ag Centre North Concourse

Ross Taylor Auction Service
Livestock auction, farm equipment auction and export / assembly.
Westman Place Concourse

Rostech Electronics
Wireless farm security cameras, wireless trailer cameras systems
Westman Place Concourse

RSK Farms
Hexcelled Bulls
Barn 11

SAFE Work Manitoba
Farm safety resources and guidance for farmers.
UCT Pavilion

Salford Group Inc.
Salford - Valmar by Salford Group, BBI by Salford Group, AirWay by Salford Group
City Square Exhibition Hall

Salford Group Inc.
Salford Group - Valmar by Salford Group, BBI by Salford Group, AirWay by Salford Group
City Square Exhibition Hall

Scale Solutions
Sales and service of truck, animal, hopper and portable scales.
Westman Place Concourse

Scher Gain
Scher Gain Grain Loss Solution System
Barn 4

Schulte
Sales of malt barley, rice, straw, non-residue.
Enns Brothers Arena

Scotian Bank
Financial Services.
UCT Pavilion

Scoural
Specialty crop, hay contractor, & processor edible beans, sunflowers, etc.
Westman Place Concourse

SeCan
Seed
Brandon Curling Club

Seed Depot
Seed Depot
Main Street South

Seed-Ex Inc.
Round of malt barley, com, soybeans, peas and feed grains.
MNP Hall

Seed Master
Low maintenance seeding systems with pinpoint accuracy.
Manitoba Room

Setter Manufacturing Division
Driftless grain, sprayer parts, GPS, M/N controllers, chemical management system.
Enns Brothers Arena

Shur-Gro Farm Services / Munro Farm Supplies
Fertilizer, crop protection, seed, agrotry, custom application.
Brandon Curling Club

Shymko Farm Sales
Aeration fans, heaters, flat hopper bin duct work and rockits.
Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Silver Lake Farms
Bulls
Barn 11

SUPPLEMENT TO  THE  WESTERN PRODUCER
### Exhibitors A-Z

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibitor</th>
<th>Location/Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Silver Stream Shelters</strong></td>
<td>Building and livestock equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soaring Eagle Grain Equipment Inc.</strong></td>
<td>The Ultimate Swinging Drive Over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sola Manitoba, Division of Sycamore Energy Inc.</strong></td>
<td>Solar Photovoltaics, solar engineering &amp; design, solar installer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soucy International Inc.</strong></td>
<td>Rubber mill systems for agricultural machinery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southern Seed Ltd.</strong></td>
<td>Certified seed, PowerRich fertilizer, grain cleaning, custom planting &amp; DuPont Pioneer seed sales for Minto and Boissevain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Southwest Geothermal</strong></td>
<td>T-therm-cold climate heat pumps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sovema Canada Ltd.</strong></td>
<td>Rubber tracks, mowers, hay rakes, fertilizer spreaders, rotary hammers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SprayTest Controls Inc.</strong></td>
<td>Wireless remote for doing nozzle checks on sprayers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Springland Mfg.</strong></td>
<td>Grain handling equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Squirrel Creek Seeds</strong></td>
<td>We specialize in alfalfa, forage seeds, millet, feed, cattle minerals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SteelTech Inc.</strong></td>
<td>Indoor / outdoor farmhouses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steinbach Credit Union</strong></td>
<td>Financial Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sterling Truck &amp; Trailer Sales Ltd.</strong></td>
<td>Featherlite complete line of livestock &amp; horse trailers with tack &amp; living quarters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Steve’s Livestock Transport</strong></td>
<td>Steve’s Livestock Transport - Blue Water Wash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stewart Steel Inc.</strong></td>
<td>Interiors and Accessories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sukup Manufacturing Co.</strong></td>
<td>Manufacturer of grain bins, dryers, fans, humidifiers, unload systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summers Mfg. Co.</strong></td>
<td>Full line of tillage equipment, sprayers &amp; rockpickers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sundog Solar</strong></td>
<td>Solar livestock watering, solar dewatering systems for drainage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunnybrook Welding</strong></td>
<td>Combine threshing parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Superior Propane</strong></td>
<td>Propylene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Syngenta Canada Inc.</strong></td>
<td>Syngenta Canada Inc. provides integrated plant solutions which include crop protection, weed, seeds, flowers, and turf protection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Talbot &amp; Associates</strong></td>
<td>Accounting firm that has served Manitoba farmers for 25+ years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taurus Ag Marketing</strong></td>
<td>Taurus works hard to advance agriculture, continually bringing the latest innovations and solutions to leading edge growers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TD - Canada Trust / Agricultural Services</strong></td>
<td>Financial services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Nokian TRI 2: For any terrain and any tractor**

Anyone who uses a tractor on and off the road knows that a typical lug tractor tire does not last long or provide much driving comfort on the road. That is why the Nokian TRI 2 was designed specifically for tractors that drive on the road. From roadside mowing to construction, from road maintenance to snow removal, the application range for the TRI 2 is almost limitless. The Nokian TRI 2 also features low rolling resistance which reduces fuel consumption. With fuel prices as high as they are today, the Nokian TRI 2 can help reduce the fuel cost for your business or municipality. Ideal under a wide range of conditions:

- Approved for speeds of up to 40 mph
- High driving stability on roads allows your operator to work faster
- Significantly longer tread wear on the road
- Excellent self cleaning
- Good traction off the road
- 19.5L24 size available for Backhoes
- Manufactured without aromatic oils that are harmful to the environment

Visit us at the Kal Tire booth or go to: KalTire.com/locations to find a store near you.
Terramax
Seds
□ MNP Hall

The Air Seeder Hopper
Part that you put on a Airseeder to unload grain from seeder.
□ City Square Exhibition Hall

The BinKnocker
Universal grain, fertilizer and frac satellite-level indicator.
▌ Barn 4

The Co-operators
Insurance/Financial Services, Member Benefits
□ Westman Place Concourse

The Retiring Farmer
Assists farm families in reducing taxation to fund their retirement.
□ Westman Place Concourse

The Water Clinic
Water purification equipment.
▌ Barn 2

The Western Producer ★
Canada’s best source for agricultural news and information.
□ Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Thompson Dorfman Sweatman LLP
Full-service Manitoba-based law firm with agribusiness expertise.
□ Main Street South

Thunder Seeds Canada ★
Premium embryos and seed varieties.
□ MNP Hall

Thunderstruck
RRP seed metering disk, Jenkins Iron & Steel, Schnell, and Mudsmith.
▌ Barn 4

Tide Industries
Zero Spray Landscape Sprayer - Built to fit your Zero Turn mower.
▌ Barn 4

Timbult Buildings Ltd.
Built agricultural and commercial buildings for future generations.
□ UCT Pavilion

Top Krop Fertilizers
Kupfer liquid starter & foliar fertilizers, Black Earth Humic products.
□ UCT Pavilion

Tracton Heavy Duty Parts
Tools, Automotive & Heavy Duty Parts, Lubricants, Filters
□ Barn 2

T-Rex Ditchers
T-Rex Ditchers
□ Barn 1

Tridekox
Drainage-crop dividers for sprayers; Grainsboss - for grain bag extracting
▌ Barn 1

Triple Star Mfg. Ltd.
Steering kits for experts & converters, agricultural scales, wireless indicator for grain-cart scales.
□ City Square Exhibition Hall

Tuff Livestock Equipment
Cattle handling equipment.
□ City Square Exhibition Hall

UBuild
Canadian built steel buildings.
□ Barn 2

United Livestock Systems
Hog confinement, feed storage structures, irrigation systems - positive containment manure storage.
▌ Barn 1

United Transportation Driver Training
Class 1 & Class 3 truck driver training.
□ Barn 4

Urecast
Ripening, spray farm renovation, industrial coatings.
□ City Square Exhibition Hall

Vaderstad Industries Inc. / Seed Hawk
Innovative and quality seeding systems.
□ Manitoba Room

Valley Agro Services
Design and build grain and drying systems with temperature monitoring.
□ Hitching Ring

Van L Equipment
Versatile, McConkey, Kuhn, Lucknow, Farm King, Baike King.
□ Enns Brothers Arena

Vandeele Seeds
Grain lovers, precision growers, fertilizer sales.
□ Westman Place Concourse

Vanderveen Commodity Services Ltd.
Grain marketing.
□ Main Street

Vern's Custom Agro Ltd.
Attachments for tractors; For feeding cattle.
□ Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

VersaFrame Inc.
Metal roofing and metal siding.
□ UCT Pavilion

Versatile (Builer) ★
Tractors.
□ Westoba Ag Centre Showroom

Vince Heaman Outreach GPS
GPS solutions to precision technology and guidance systems.
□ Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

VistaCanada Immigration & Settlement Services
Foreign worker recruitment, Labour Market Impact Assessment (LMIA), work permits.
□ Westman Place Concourse

Viterra
Viterra marketing advantage, myViterra, special crops, fluid processing.
□ Brandon Curling Club

Walinga Inc.
Pneumatic conveying Systems
□ City Square Exhibition Hall

Wall Grain Handling Systems Ltd.
Grain storage, grain drying, grain handling, grain management.
□ Westoba Ag Centre North Concourse

Washex
Pressure wash equipment and accessories.
□ Westman Place Concourse

Waterhouse Seeds
Variety of alfalfa seed and all varieties of grass seed.
□ Westman Place Concourse

Welders Supplies Ltd.
Gas and gas control, welding and cutting products, services, automation, robotics.
□ City Square Exhibition Hall

Wentworth Ag (2003) Ltd.
Grain bins, grain dryers, material handling, storage, fertilizer storage.
□ Westoba Ag Centre North Concourse

Westcap Ag
The Lemp Buster & The Hopper
□ Barn 4

Westcon Equipment & Rental Ltd.
Construction & Utility equipment.
□ Hitching Ring

Westeel (AGI)
Grain handling, storage and conditioning equipment. Petroleum storage products.
□ Enns Brothers Arena

Western Ag Professional Agronomy ★
A complete crop selection, nutrition and yield forecasting service.
□ Westman Place Concourse

Western Feed Grain Development Co-op Ltd.
Conventional corn varieties for livestock grazing and wildlife food plots.
□ UCT Pavilion

Western Financial Group
Insurance brokerage specializing in farm, home, travel, life/critical illness / disability products.
□ UCT Pavilion

Western Grain Dryer Inc.
Manufactures new grain dryers with auto or digital control systems.
□ Enns Brothers Arena

Western Steel & Tube Ltd.
Galvanized steel containers, sheds, and tanks.
□ Westoba Ag Centre North Concourse

Western Turbo & Fuel Injection Ltd.
Diesel injection, turbochargers, ag performance modules, stanadyne fuel additives.
□ City Square Exhibition Hall

Westman Custom Cabinets and Garage Interiors
Metal Hacks Cabinets, Polyaspartic concrete floor coating, interior wall finishes.
□ City Square Exhibition Hall

Westtrans
Brake and powertrain specialists.
□ Barn 4

Wheat City Seeds Ltd.
Premium seeds sales and service. Cansals, soybeans, pulses, seed treating.
□ Brandon Curling Club

Wilcoy Simmentals and Twin Meadow Livestock
Red, Black, and Full Blood Simmental Cattle
□ Barn 11

Wilger Industries Ltd.
Combi-Jet® spray tips, liquid fertilizer kits & other sprayer components.
□ Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Willie Sales
Poly glyca for combines, snow blowers, auger ligers, auger boots.
□ Canada Room Hallway

Winkler Canvas Ltd.
Fabric structures, truck tarp, hay tarp, grain covers, & garage mats.
□ Canada Room Hallway

Wizer Buildings
Custom post frame buildings.
□ Canada Room Hallway

Wood Mizer
5x12 portable band saw mill.
□ City Square Exhibition Hall

WRAZ Red Angus
WRAZ Red Angus - Annual CORNERSTONE Bull Sale in April.
□ Barn 11

X

XiteBio Technologies Inc.
Liquid inoculants and plant growth promoting biologics.
□ UCT Pavilion

Y

Yanush Enterprises Inc.
Fuel oil distributors, gasifiers, tiling equipment and custom welding.
□ Barn 3

Z

Zettler Farm Equipment
New and Used Farm Equipment
□ Barn 1

52
Inventor's Showcase

Inventor's Showcase is always a favourite and once again this year we have a great variety of inventions to peak your interest. Sometimes the inventor is a large manufacturer but most often it’s a farmer or small local company. We have 14 entries in this year’s Inventor’s Showcase! There have been many examples of successful products that had their start at Ag Days or a similar show. Inventions are judged at Ag Days with the top two receiving prizes.

The 2017 Winners were: Arnold Innovations: Combine Cylinder Reverser. Their product allows for the combines cylinder to be reversed using hydraulics and a custom engineered wrench, which when not in use conveniently stores in its own harness attached to your combine. They received a banner and a cheque for $1000 from Manitoba Ag Days and an advertising package from the Manitoba Co-operator.

Second Prize Inventor's Showcase – The 2nd Place Winner of the Inventors Showcase 2017 was the Devloo Canola Crusher. The Crusher is used to improve the process of testing canola for green seeds with a time saving more convenient method. The unit is portable, weighs 12 lb. measures 7 by 10 by 14 inches. They received a banner and a cheque for $500 from Manitoba Ag Days and an advertising package from the Manitoba Co-operator.
Being an agvocate is easier than you think and we can help.

Visit AgMoreThanEver.ca for resources and tips, and join our community of agvocates from across the country.

Speak from the heart
You live and love ag. Share that love with the world.
“Having a conversation with a consumer is actually not as hard as you think. You’re basically telling them what you do.”
— Ravi Bathe, Poultry and Berry Producer

Go where the conversations are
Be an active voice and help shape people’s relationship with ag.
“In order for consumers to support and understand us, they need to know us better. The best people to explain this are the people who live agriculture.”
— Natacha Lagarde, Maple Syrup Producer

Be open and honest
Transparency creates trust, so tell your story.
“What do we have to hide? Nothing. I eat the food I produce. If we tell our story honestly, people will trust us.”
— Sam Bourgeois, Apple Producer

Don’t know where to start? Here are a few tips.

Somebody
should speak up.

Somebody who sets the record straight.
Somebody should do something.
Well I’m somebody.
You’re somebody.
Everyone in ag is somebody.
So be somebody who does something.
Somebody who speaks from a place of experience, with passion and conviction.
Somebody who proudly takes part in food conversations big or small, so our voice is heard.
Somebody who tells our story, before someone else does.
Somebody who builds consumer trust so our industry can meet the demands of a growing, and very hungry, world.
Somebody who shapes people’s relationship with agriculture.
It can be done.
But it’s a big job that takes co-operation, patience and respect for every voice in the conversation.
We need to build lines of communication, not draw lines in the sand.
Be somebody who helps everybody see Canadian agriculture as the vital, modern industry it is.
Somebody who helps everybody see people in ag for what they are – neighbours, friends, and family who share the same concern everyone does: providing safe, healthy food to the people we love.
Our point of view is important.
Our story is important.
And people want to hear what we have to say.
So be somebody who takes, and makes, every opportunity to share it.
I’m somebody.
You’re somebody.
Together, we can tell everybody.
Inventor's Showcase Exhibitors

GEM-L
The Wilson Pacesetter equipped with the Agrilitc conveyor system provides farmers and coops with a year round, time and money saving piece of equipment. Fill air seeders, deep banders, and spreaders at over 4,000 tons per hour of grain which conventional Reverse Osmosis systems do not do. Our customers tell us it is the best landscape they have ever used.

Prairie Grain Analyzers
Prairie Grain Analyzers is the manufacturer of the first Canadian, portable, digital moisture analyzer. The MA-404 moisture analyzer provides precise moisture and meter reading results at operating temperatures of -20°C to 65°C. It includes a color touch screen, built in printer, Wi-Fi connectivity for remote updates, and a USB port that allows the user to label and store data on an Excel spreadsheet which can be accessed later on a computer.

Tide Industries
Zero Spray fits on the front of most common brands of Zero-Turn mowers. It comes fully assembled and pressure tested from factory. It mounts easily without any modification to the mower and goes from box to spraying in minutes. It has a simple on/off foot switch.

ROGA Drone
ROGA Drone is the first company in Canada to receive a Special Flight Operating Certificate from Transport Canada for aerial application of pesticide by UAV. The Kray protection UAV being used is uses ultra-low volume spraying technology and is a compound multi rotor UAV capable of speeds up to 110 kph. It incorporates ladder obstacle avoidance and has terrain follow to fly 1 meter over crop canopy. It has pre-flight mission planning and can be flown fully autonomously. The productivity range is from 300-600 ha/day.

Bradford
Wick Applicator - The product was designed to control weeds that stand taller than the crop that is being grown. It allows producers to apply chemical to targeted weeds without doing any damage to the crop.

The BinKnocker
The BinKnocker is a very simple tool to measure product levels inside of metal grain, fertilizer and frac sand bins from the ground on the outside of the bin. It is essentially a hockey puck on a loop of rope suspended on the outside of the bin by stainless steel brackets. In a matter of seconds one can unfasten the rope from the cleat, raise or lower the rope and flick it against the side of the bin. The hollow or full sound is unmistakable. You know instantly where that product is at.

Scher Gain
Our product has been developed as a safe, easy, and fast way to measure combine losses. With today’s large horsepower combines many growers are throwing profits out of the back of the combines due to excessive travel speeds or poor settings. We believe that the most money you can make per hour farming may be properly setting your combine. Invented to help farmers by farmers.

Bushel Plus
Bushel Plus is a remote controlled drop pan system that attaches to any combine without wiring. The operator has the choice of two different drop pan sizes that fit in different crop conditions and will release from a remote. For fast sample clearing right in the field, the set includes our unique BushelPlus separator unit. Provided is a field scale and reference guide to quickly determine your harvest loss.

Cooperhead Closing Wheel
Copperhead Ag produces the best, research and time proven closing wheels in the agriculture industry. Invented by farmers, tested by farmers. Copperhead Ag closing wheels produce the return on your seed investment.

Dave’s Welding Shop
It is similar to Tile Drainage but providing underground drainage in farmers’ fields. The idea is similar to Tile Drainage but without the use of expensive tile piping, hancesforth much lower costs with much higher travel speeds. *It works in all field conditions *G.P.S [R.T.K.] 1, I.D.A.R.R. compatible
Best New Product 2017

At Manitoba Ag Days you’ll always find the latest in technology and equipment with many new products that have just entered the market place which have never been seen before. Be sure to check out the exhibitors that have highlighted New Products for the 2018 show. They can be found by their signage identifying them at the show as well as the listing on our website www.agdays.com.

First Prize Best New Product - Winner of the Best New Product 2017 was SeedMaster - SeedMaster’s new Tunable Tower offers farmers new access to metering and distribution data and a way to respond to it. Another SeedMaster advantage to make sure you’re making the most out of your input investment and growing the best crop you can. Working in conjunction with the SeedSystem, individual seeds are actually counted as they’re distributed down they’re individual runs. The Tunable Tower has a centre cone that can be adjusted to balance product flow if variances are noted on the tablet screen in the cab of the tractor. This means valuable seed and fertilizer are efficiently distributed and placed in the ground. Tunable Tower technology means a smarter use of the inputs, a consistent and rigorous stand, and more money in your wallet.

Honourable Mention to: Eastwood Products for their Heavy Equipment Jack

Never Spill Spout Inc.
Full Bin Alarm
STOP spilling grain!
For your safety and convenience
Alarm sounds when bin is full!

Never Spill Spout Inc.

In 2017, 70% of WCB sales have been Repeat Sales or Referrals!
Satisfaction Money Back Guarantee

We have never been seen before. Be sure to check out the exhibitors that have highlighted New Products for the 2018 show. They can be found by their signage identifying them at the show as well as the listing on our website www.agdays.com.

2018 Bull Congress Exhibitors

Bull Congress can be found in Barn 11 which can be easily accessed by entering the NE corner of the Kinsmen Arena. There will be signage at the show also to help you find your way. A huge shout out to Robin Forest Products for the donation of the wood shavings.

Exhibitors 2018

- Anderson Cattle Company Inc.
- Andrew Hextall
- Bridgeway Livestock
- Come As U R
- Foxy Lady Cattle Co. / Pizazz Simmentals
- Freyburn Angus Farms
- Glasman Farms
- HBH Farms
- High Bluff Stock Farm
- JP Cattle Co.
- Konray Ranch
- LEJ Charolais
- Maple Grove Gelbvieh
- Mar Mac Farms
- Moose Creek Red Angus
- N 7 Stock Farm
- NYK Cattle Company
- Pure Country Simmentals
- RSK Farms
- Silver Lake Farms
- Welske Simmentals and Ten Meadow Livestock
- WRAZ Red Angus
Manitoba Ag Days offers the New Products Feature where exhibitors may opt to participate in this. Be sure to check out exhibitors that have highlighted New Products for the 2018 show. They can be found by their signage identifying them as well as the listing in the show guide and on our website www.agdays.com. All qualifying entries are judged and the Best New Product Award is presented at the show.

**A.R.K. New Tech Ltd.**
- Booth # 812 Erens Brothers Arena

The Farm Fans Quiet Dryer is 50% quieter than vane axial portable dryers. Not only is this dryer quieter, but it produces a more comfortable, less harsh tone. This patent pending feature, combined with the proven starfire burner used on existing vane axial FFI portable dryers, provides an efficient delivery of airflow to the burner. With a higher grain throughput than centrifugal fan portable dryers, the Quiet Dryer is a quieter, efficient solution to grain drying.

**AgCon Equipment Ltd.**
- Booth # 1432 Westoba Ag Centre Concours

The Pois-Track RT30 is ASV’s smallest compact track loader that is 48” wide, ideal for landscaping, working in barns and anywhere you need versatility and power in a smaller package. It has a safe and comfortable operator station that helps make your jobs easier, so you finish sooner and with better results. A wide range of performance-matched work tools helps you complete most jobs quicker and is affordable and good for all farm jobs.

**Agtron Enterprises Inc.**
- Booth # 1216 Westman Place Concours

With multiple products delivered into the same air stream, how do you know if one of the products stops due to meter failure, cavitation or other issue? Even if you have secondary blockage sensors, you probably won’t know if a meter fails to deliver. It’s difficult to sense when the canola stops in an air stream that contains 89% fertilizer particles! Works with Android or Apple tablets and ISOBUS Virtual Terminals.

**ATP**
- Booth # 652 and 652A Brandon Curling Club

Soygreen - Fighting Iron Deficiency Chlorosis (IDC) has just got easier! IDC has significantly reduced yield in Iron sensitive crops such as soybeans, dry beans and flax. Soygreen is the only form of iron (patented Ortho-Ortho Fe EDDHA) proven to prevent and correct IDC. In response to grower’s seeding equipment issues with liquid application, Soygreen granular has been developed. ATP Nutrition is excited to have Soygreen granular available for the 2018 season. Soygreen Treated (left) vs. Iron Deficiency (right) -12.9 bushel yield gain. (Hunter, ND 2013).

**CropPro Consulting**
- Booth # 1346 MNP Hall

SWAT MAPS / SWATBOX

SWAT MAPS is CropPro’s variable rate seed and fertilizer prescription service for Western Canadian farmers. Its foundation is based on Soil, Water, and Topography Data. SWATBOX is a tool that collects the soil electrical conductivity data required for SWAT MAPS. SWATBOX is powered by and towed behind a farmer’s seeding or tillage tool and does not require the attention of the operator. Once SWATBOX receives power from the tractor, it automatically starts recording geo referenced soil data that is wirelessly synced to the CropPro server.

**FMC**
- Booth # 613 to 615 Brandon Curling Club

Authority Supreme is a soil-applied, pre-emergent that combines two modes of action for extended control of tough to kill grass and broadleaf weeds.

**Gallagher**
- Booth # 1026 Westman Place Arena

Gallagher’s new touch screen scales and data collection systems at Manitoba Ag Days. This new line of Touch Screen Livestock Scales is about usability which is strongly reflected in their touch screens. Their full colour displays deliver maximum screen visibility regardless of sun light conditions. They are designed to be robust and tough in harsh operating environments, repelling water and capable of taking abuse.

**MacDon**
- **M1 Series Windrower**
  - Next Level Windrower Performance M1 Series Windrowers continue Mac-Don’s tradition of bringing harvesting innovation to the field. These all-new Windrowers deliver power, performance, comfort, and speed. Powerful Cummins engines deliver increased header drive capacity on three interchangeable cutting platforms to power through the toughest harvesting conditions. Cut at speeds up to 18 mph as the all new patented CrossFlex™ Suspension absorbs impact from rough terrain allowing a smooth, clean cut. Two stage controls and One-Touch-Return buttons give operators precise control and customization of header functions. Setting a new standard in Windrower technology, the M1 Series is the next level of harvesting performance.

**MacDon**
- **D1XL Series Draper Headers**
  - Super-sized Harvesting Performance - MacDon harvesting performance is now available on an extra-large scale with the all-new D1XL Draper Header. D1XL Drapers feature an ultra-deep deck with 50” wide drapers. These wide drapers perform with ease in big, bumpy, high-volume crops, and deliver up to 30% increased capacity in heavy crop conditions. Setting a new standard in draper header technology, the D1XL takes harvesting performance to the next level.

**MooCall**
- Booth # 923 Kinsmen Arena

MooCall HEAT offers a unique approach to heat detection by placing an eartag on every cow and a battery powered collar attached to the bull. Using a combination of the bulls behaviour, mounting activity and proximity we can reliably diagnose cows in heat. When a cow is in heat, we use SMS messaging to notify the user and automatically record your breeding calendar to our free Breedma-nager App.

**Overton Environmental Enterprises Inc.**
- Booth # 234 UCT Pavilion

EcoTea™ is a biological inoculant designed to enhance and promote the growth of seedings by introducing plant growth-promoting microbes to the seed coat. Our tested EcoTea™ Dry and Liquid SeedTreatment coats seeds uniformly and will not clog or bridge in air seeder applications. Custom microbial blends for cereals, beans, canola and specialty crops that Improves Root Development, Improves Stress Tolerance and Improves Crop Performance. Trusted By Professionals.
Pentair – Hypro

Booth # 1430 and 1431 Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

The 3D spray nozzle was developed using over 10 years of application and wind tunnel research to optimize the droplet spectrum and spray incline to provide maximum coverage. It was co-developed with Syngenta and has been proven using field trials to provide a 10% increase in pre-emerge weed control. It comes standard with Hypro’s new “SnapLock” cap that-assemblies to nozzle bodies much easier, requiring 73% less torque than our standard nozzle caps. It is also the first flat fan to gain LERAP drift reduction, achieving 60-75% drift reduction over a flat fan at low pressures.

Pentair – Hypro

Booth # 1430 and 1431 Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

9310 Series ForceField Centrifugal Pump - This wet seal technology pump provides ultimate protection of the mechanical seal against dry run conditions or chemical bonding failures. By using a barrier fluid in a separate chamber, the seal consistently stays lubricated and cool. This process extends the life of the pump and provides a worry free operation throughout the growing season. It is designed to be an exact drop in for standard Hypro hydraulically driven centrifugal pumps, have flow rates up to 311 GPM and can produce up to 150 PSI, and are available with cast iron or stainless steel volutes for superior resistance to harsh chemicals.

Pentair – Hypro

Booth # 1430 and 1431 Westoba Ag Centre Concourse

Duo React is a pneumatically actuated single and a 4-way nozzle body incorporated into one compact unit. The Duo React nozzle bodies eliminate the need for twin lines of “back to back” configurations. Duo React nozzle bodies provide operators flexible flow rate through being able to select different nozzle combinations from the cab via a controller automatically to spray at their desired speed while maintaining a consistent application rate. The entire system will be be operating throughout the show in the Hypro Pentair booth.

Capstan

Booth # 1624 to 1626 Barn 2

Seed-Squirter® - Applying an accurate dose for each seed was never truly possible. Until now. Seed-Squirter® has changed the reality of planter liquid application. Each seed gets a perfectly timed chemical dosage. Every seed lands in a “just right” environment so every plant has the optimal start. The chemistry you want can now be placed precisely where it’s needed per seed.

Valley Agro Services

Booth # 508 Hitching Ring

NECO has designed an elite dryer with state of the art user-interface, components and moisture control. This screenless, mixed-flow dryer features the user-friendly Commander control system with Dryer Master moisture monitoring. Dryer Master moisture control provides dual sensor monitoring that is second to none. Remote management along with several other options are available to suit your farming needs.
Parking Lot Shuttle

We are trying something new this year!! There is going to be a bus circling the parking lot picking up patrons and dropping them off at the top of the ramp. The bus will then pick up patrons at the top of the ramp and return them to their vehicles.

Murray Chev-Olds has once again come on board as the sponsor of our shuttle; only this year you won’t have to look for a half ton in a sea of half tons in the parking lot instead you can check out the half tons in their new location in City Square Exhibition Hall Booth # 475A. Please be sure to use this service to secure it for future shows.

Information Booths

Our information staff are always ready to help you find your way at the show. Whether you’re looking for a particular exhibitor or just need to get to another part of the building they are willing to assist you. Our staff are friendly and take great pride to answer our visitor’s questions.

The Manitoba Ag Days Board would like to thank Norman Brown for 19+ years of volunteering at the show. Your willingness to help others and your bright smile will never be forgotten. If you see Norm at the show thank him for his dedication to our show. Kathy Birmingham will be the new leader of our volunteer team.

The Heliodor 9 is your perfect choice for efficient stubble cultivation and residue management. The unique disc attachment provides a dual cutting angle that allows you to work shallow but also across the entire soil profile. The combination of mixing and leveling creates a seed-ready field after one pass.

- Independently mounted discs offer maximum clearance for high residue and low maintenance
- Leaf springs create disc vibrations for a self cleaning effect and superior crumbling
- Integrated rollers deliver precise depth control

Visit us in Barn 1 and in the Westoba Ag Centre Showroom
Outdoor Displays

H&L Motors

Outdoor Displays

20 YEARS OF GROWTH

WESTERN AG

PROFESSIONAL AGRONOMY

Celebrating over 20 years of helping farmers Grow More Profit!

New customers! Sign up at the booth for a chance to win 600 acres towards your spring CropCast!

Visit us at Manitoba Ag Days; Booth H45, Westman Place Concourse

Maximize Profit with Consistent Seed Depth

There’s a visible improvement in seed placement and germination when using Devloo Roto Mud Scrapers at seeding time. Over 50,000 scrapers now in use across the Prairies.

MONTANA ROOM

OVER 50,000 SCRAPERS NOW IN USE ACROSS THE PRAIRIES

WWW.ROTOMUDSCRAPERS.COM

EMERSON MILLING INC.

WE BUY OATS

Emerson, MB 204-373-2328 www.emersonmilling.com

Make sense of your money

AgExpert Analyst is accounting software built for agriculture. Keep your business on track and on budget with AgExpert Analyst. It’s easier to use than you think. Just ask your accountant.

AgExpert.ca | 1-800-667-7893

Canadian Leader in ultra-early genetics

Prograin

A world of soybean

Come and visit us at booth #675, 676, 677 at the Brandon Curling Club

H&L Motors

Outdoor Displays
Farm Safety Messages

Farm Safety is of the utmost importance to our board and we want to keep our patrons, exhibitors, friends and family safe. So we created “The Farm Safety Feature” at our show to highlight companies and organizations that are doing their part to keep people safe. Watch for these 10 exhibitors throughout our show with their special signage! We are pleased to have the The Canadian Agricultural Safety Association join us with their new “BeGrainSafe” mobile grain entrapment demo trailer at the 2018 show. Last year they had to borrow their friends unit from the states but this year they are going to have their actual Canadian Unit at the show. They will be running demos every hour on the hour at the show out on the Westman Place Arena Ice Surface!

CASA
Booth # 1001 Westman Place Arena
The BeGrainSafe program is about saving lives. The BeGrainSafe mobile unit raises awareness about the hazards of moving grain at events like Manitoba Ag Days. It is available for training first responders in rescue techniques and by larger farms to develop customized emergency procedures. Thanks to the BeGrainSafe Sponsors for making this program a reality!

Lakeshore Sales
Booth #1802 Barn 4
The ChuteMax Remote Control“Tuck Chute Opener allows the operator to stand out of the dust and away from the auger while unloading grain. Fill your air drill from on top of the tank without the hurry and stress of rushing down the ladder. This easy to use remote controlled 12 volt system is a must have for today’s busy farming operation.

Manitoba Farm Rural & Northern Support Services
Booth #1128 Westman Place Arena Concourse
“A healthy farmer is a safe farmer. Call the Manitoba Farm, Rural and Northern Support Services or connect with us online. Free and confidential. Information, support and counselling for farm families. 1-866-367-3276 or www.supportline.ca”

Manitoba Hydro
Booth #240 UCT Pavilion
What piece of farm equipment contacts overhead power lines the most often? Learn more about Manitoba Hydro’s farm safety programs to protect you and your family. You’ve got a lot on the line!

Never Spill Spout
Booth #402 City Square Exhibition Hall
Full Bin Alarm-SAFTY & Convenience *Never climb high Grain Bins *Never plug an Auger *Never overfill a Bin! It is not just a FULL BIN ALARM, but also a complete Auger Spout with No Snap Spout and Nightlight! Too many serious injuries and death occur every year by climbing high Grain Bins! We have more than 8000 sold. Most of the comments we get are: “I haven’t had to climb a bin in years”. From a SAFETY perspective, Farmers using the Never Spill Spout will never have to climb High Bin Ladders to visually check grain levels!

Rostech Electronics
Booth #1311 Westman Place Arena Concourse
Looking for a simple Plug and Play security/surveillance camera system for your property/home/business? Ideal for monitoring your storage tanks, driveway, fence lines, gates, and more... Rostech’s line of full 1080p HD IP cameras are designed for these purposes. The RSPIZZY Camera package comes with everything you need to get you up and running with a starting security/surveillance camera system!

Soaring Eagle
Booth # A179 and 1820 Barn 4
Soaring Eagle Grain Equipment Inc. has designed an all new feature, it is the first of its kind on the market. It is an anti-accident safety feature for belt conveyors/swinging drive overs. If anyone or anything is on the belt; it will stop the belt and keep it from going into the auger flighting.

The Bin Knocker
Booth #1826 Barn 4
The BinKnocker was born with safety in mind. Having to monitor bin levels during a busy season requires climbing ladders often. Patience, hurry and sometimes wet or icy conditions increased the hazard. Often the ladder leaning against the bin was unsafe. The BinKnocker nearly eliminates the need a ladder to check our bin levels. This job is now done from the ground in a fraction of the time.

Bushel Plus
Booth 1828 Barn 4
Bushel Plus was born years ago when we were measuring harvest losses by running beside combines and throwing pans underneath. Always close to the back tire and dust, we realized we needed to come up with something that is safer and faster for farmers, agronomists and product specialists. Our customers around the world have continued to comment on the efficiency and safety that our remote control drop pan and cleaning system provides them!
Manitoba Ag Days Gave Back $26,000

Education and Leadership - Agricultural Youth Education
Agriculture in the Classroom - Manitoba $8,000

Community Improvement: Agriculture and Heritage
Killarney - Turtle Mountain Arts Council $5,000

Community Improvement: Local Community Infrastructure
Ecole Ile Des Chenes $5,000

Community Improvement: Safety & Emergency Services
The Farm Safety Foundation - Grain Safety Program $5,000

U of M’s Diploma Scholarship
Renate Jochum $1,000

U of M’s Degree Scholarship
Seth Baker $1,000

ACC Diploma Scholarship
Morgan McIlhin $1,000

ON THE HORIZON
THERE’S NOTHING LIKE THE PROMISE OF A NEW SEASON
We’re with you in the excitement of what’s ahead — with services and advice to help you get a good start on the year. Opportunity is coming, how ready will you be? So much riding on your farm, so many ways to profit from our experience. BRING IT ON

cpsagu.ca

TRAIN IN BRANDON, WINKLER OR STEINBACH

FARMER’S SPECIAL
$1,850
INCLUDES ROAD TEST!
uniteddrivertraining.ca

204-326-4200

Come See Us In Barn 4 at AG Days

Manitoba Ag Days Booth 653 & 654 in the Brandon Curling Club Stop by the CPS booth and enter to win an iPad pre-loaded with tools to make your farming decisions easier!

uniteddrivertraining.ca

Supplement to the Western Producer
“In the years of using PowerRich, we’ve noticed healthier plants all season long and have higher proteins in our wheat from a full package of micro nutrients in PowerRich starter pkgs fertilizer. Less bulk saves us valuable time and less salts is better for our soil.”

- Austin and Ken Severson
Norquay, Saskatchewan
Around The Show

Manitoba Ag Days Show Guide 2018

Supplement to The Western Producer
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The Manitoba Ag Days Board would like to acknowledge Blake Nestibo as he retires off of our board. Blake served as a board member for many years finishing his term as the co-chair of the board. Blake will be dearly missed by not only our board but many producers, exhibitors and industry personnel. We wish you and your family all the best as you make more time to spend together as a family.

Manitoba Ag Days would like to thank all of the Manitoba Agriculture staff, all of the producers and all others who assist with the program. Your insight and knowledge is irreplaceable!

Manitoba Ag Days would also like to thank Blair and Lois McRae for their assistance with the Bull Congress.

2018 Ag Days Board

GENERAL MANAGER:
Kristen Phillips, Brandon

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT:
Christine Roskos, Dufroze

CO-CHAIRS:
Brad Crammond, Producer, Austin
David Laudun, Producer, Brunkild

MEMBERS AT LARGE:
Roy Arnott, Manitoba Agriculture, Killarney
Todd Botterill, Brittain Sales, Newton
Craig Davidson, Trane Ag, Witan
Stephanie Cruikshanks, Manitoba Agriculture, Brandon
Dustin Williams, Producer, Souris
Sharon Arndt, Manitoba Agriculture, Souris
Emie Sirski, Producer, Dauphin
Scott Perkin, Producer, Souris
Hannah Minshull, Manitoba Agriculture, Melita
Greg Setter, Setter Manufacturing, Russell
Andrea Guthrie, Producer, Reston

RETIRING BOARD MEMBER:
Blake Nestibo, Producer, Goodlands

GENERAL MANAGER
Kristen Phillips – coordinator@agdays.com

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Christine Roskos – admin@agdays.com

PROMOTION AND MEDIA
Andrea Guthrie – media@agdays.com

PROGRAM
Sharon Arndt – program@agdays.com

SPONSORSHIP COORDINATORS
The Arnotts - sponsor.agdays@mymts.net

The Manitoba Ag Days Board would like to acknowledge Blake Nestibo as he retires off of our board. Blake served as a board member for many years finishing his term as the co-chair of the board. Blake will be dearly missed by not only our board but many producers, exhibitors and industry personnel. We wish you and your family all the best as you make more time to spend together as a family.

Manitoba Ag Days would like to thank all of the Manitoba Agriculture staff, all of the producers and all others who assist with the program. Your insight and knowledge is irreplaceable!

Manitoba Ag Days would also like to thank Blair and Lois McRae for their assistance with the Bull Congress.

This accurate (that’s 4 cm)

Now, this fast

To order: visit tpsstore.trimble.com // Contact your local reseller // email: am_corrections@trimble.com
For more information: trimble.com/positioning-services

© 2017, Trimble Inc. All rights reserved. Trimble and the Globe & Triangle logo, and CenterPoint are trademarks of Trimble Inc., registered in the United States and in other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

* All horizontal accuracy specifications are based on in-field performance 95% of the time. Receiver convergence time varies based on GNSS constellation health, level of multipath, and proximity to obstructions such as large trees and buildings.
AGI is a leading manufacturer of grain, seed, feed, food and fertilizer handling, blending, storage and conditioning equipment. Our brands are amongst the most recognized in the industry. The AGI product catalog includes portable handling equipment (augers, belt conveyors, grain vacs), permanent handling systems (bucket elevators, enclosed belt conveyors, chain conveyors, structural) and storage systems (aeration, drying, bins/silos, monitoring) that service various sectors for on-farm and commercial operations.

VISIT US AT MANITOBA AG DAYS BOOTH #814/815 TO SEE WHAT’S NEW!

**BATCO**  **WHEATHEART**  **WESTFIELD**  **GRAIN GUARD**  **TWISTER**  **STORM**  **REM**  **WESTEEL**  **GUARDIAN**  **HUTCHINSON**  **NECO**

aggrowth.com